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Executive summary
Methanol as motor fuel has gained interest in recent years due to its low price, easy handling and
high octane number. Methanol can nowadays be produced from biogas which yields an extremely
low Greenhouse Gas emission – easily comparable to those of electric vehicles. Biogas is also very
easy to come by, especially in Denmark with its enormous industry in cattle and hog farms.
Efforts to establish a large methanol factory in Denmark with connection to the Danish gas grid are
ongoing. Until that happens methanol can easily be imported from Norway. Certificate trading
ensures that the methanol is based on Danish biogas.
Methanol is not yet implemented in the Danish transport sector. The current exchange agreement
between the fuel companies only allows ethanol to be added to gasoline. If this barrier could be
removed, temporary fuels such as A7 could be introduced.
In the long term, however, completely new fuels are required. The Danish Methanol Association
and the Danish Technological Institute participate in a project that tested a 105 Octane M85 fuel
consisting of 85% methanol and 15% petrol. The pilot car, a Peugeot 107 “City Car”, got a Flex Fuel
Kit installed and its engine performance went up by 5-7% with all emissions kept in place.
M85’s emission of CO2 is an important point in this report, and especially the comparison with the
CO2 “neutrality” of electric vehicles deserves the spotlight we have given it.
As a result, the report finds that methanol can be introduced into the current gasoline infrastructure
with very little investment. Stakeholders that have the power to influence the process are
mentioned. Technical or legislative barriers that need attention are also described.
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1 Introduction
The search for an efficient and eco-friendly alternative to fossil fuels such as diesel and petrol has
been a global subject of interest and even fierce discussion for many decades.
Ever since the depletability of resources became a matter of public awareness, people all over the
world have been working hard to find a permanent, future-fitting solution for the increasing number
of vehicles and machines that need to be powered.
Petrol and diesel are made from oil through a complicated refining process. The facts that oil doesn’t
exist in infinite amounts on our planet, and that the natural cycle to produce it takes a very long
time, have put a deadline on finding a replacement for it.
Furthermore, especially in the past few years, the demand for “ecologically clean” vehicles has risen.
Constantly updated emission norms, tighter test and new verification methods have been
developed and the ecological awareness of the population suddenly became a large deal. Even and
especially now, years after Volkswagen’s “Diesel scandal” that set this particular stone rolling back
in 2015, everyone still talks about it. Car manufacturers aim to stop the production of diesel engines
entirely, all in the name of the climate.
But in truth, as of today, the vast majority of engines depends on diesel as fuel. Not only passenger
cars are affected, but also heavy duty vehicles, ships, trains, stationary generators, back-up power
systems for companies, hospitals and other important institutions. And implementing any kind of
alternative always comes with plenty of new challenges and obstacles.
This particular topic was chosen by our group so that we could more closely examine the options
that are currently available on the market, such as electric drives, fuel cells and alcohol fuel blends.
The stop for the production of diesel engines in passenger cars was already announced by some of
the largest car manufacturer concerns for the coming years. Honda, for example, wants to take
diesel driven cars off of the European market by 2021, and Volvo already started to produce new
models only with electric or hybrid drives in 2019.
For us students in the automotive business, these trends and changes will become our day to day
life, and the urgency to discover new ways is now even stronger than before.
We learned that there is a far greater number of different types of fuel than widely known, especially
in regards to alcoholic blend fuels. With the tremendous help of Lars Thomsen, who operates two
5

companies in Agro Food Park, Aarhus: Agro Industries A/S and New Fuel A/S, and is also the chairman of

the Danish Methanol Association, we got a glimpse at the production and distribution process of bio
methanol fuel, and even got to drive Denmark’s one and only bio-methanol (M85) driven car, a 2010
Peugeot 107.
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2 Problem Statement
Bio-Methanol - The future Alternative for both Fossil Fuels and Electric Drives?
Among the vast amount of possibilities, we have decided to focus our report on bio-methanol as
fuel for engines in passenger cars and heavy duty trucks, and ignore or merely mention any other
sort of hybrid or electric power system, as well as fuel cells. Other alcoholic fuels such as ethanol
and other blends will be introduced a little more in depth.
Especially in Denmark, where due to the heavy pig production biomass is not hard to come by,
processing this waste product into a fuel that could potentially run the entire vehicle fleet of the
country seems to be an effective way to go. In fact, it is already being done, but what happens to
the bio-methanol that is being produced?
In order to understand the evolution from a chemical compound with characteristics and
applications that are widely unknown to the majority of the population into a fuel that can be
bought by anyone, at any gas station in the country, and that can run any type of spark ignition
engine, we must discover and discuss several subjects.
As per today, the perspective of having bio-methanol available as fuel to the public is mere fiction.
But why is that so? Other European countries such as France and Sweden already have legal
regulations and laws in place that determine and control the use of ethanol in cars. Why doesn’t
Denmark?
And once those regulations were set up, where does bio-methanol come from, and what is the
difference between bio- and regular methanol?
What type of vehicle can run on bio-methanol, what are the requirements for the engine and how
can everyone make their car fit for the use of bio-methanol fuel?
What is being done, by the Danish Methanol Association in particular, to introduce this type of fuel
to the Danish market? Which other stakeholders have their metaphorical hands in this pie?
We will of course also have to look at exhaust emissions. Eco-friendly fuel needs to come from
renewable resources, but the gases coming out of the tail pipe of the car is the other top-important
criteria. CO2 as the main player regarding the greenhouse effect will be looked at in particular. Other
emissions will be mentioned only. A brief summary of the greenhouse cycle will be provided as
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background to the widely feared “Global Warming”, but has to be followed up in greater detail
through other means if needed.
Something else that shouldn’t be disregarded when aiming to implement a new type of fuel, are its
limitations. What are the downsides of bio-methanol? Are there special conditions under which it
must be stored and handled?
After consulting our various sources and experts on these questions, we will analyze what we
learned and as a result, develop and discuss thoughts regarding the future of bio-methanol as fuel
in passenger cars and trucks. We will make an attempt at a prognosis, and come up with
recommendations for the coming years, and the remote future.
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3 Methodology
For various reasons, we have decided to use qualitative research methods over quantitative ones.
Our chosen topic is narrowed down to a specific level of detail only few people have great
knowledge in. Therefore we neglected to consult a wide variety of people and focused our efforts
on fewer, carefully selected sources of knowledge.
Qualitative research is exploratory. We will use it to reach an understanding of specific topics, and
the reasons beneath them. With that, we will be provided insights into our chosen problem and its
sub-items. It can also help to develop ideas or hypothesis for potential quantitative research, which
we decided not to pursue in this project. We aim at reaching a deeper level of understanding, and
will use qualitative research to get there.
The biggest part of our research for the project will be covered by primary as well as secondary
qualitative data acquisition.
We will use secondary data mainly to gain the background knowledge we are going to need to
understand the different individual parts and the bio-chemical background of our chosen topic. This
includes reading material we find in books and on websites of, for example, car manufacturers,
energy companies and research institutions. We will avoid the more common, non-academic
knowledge-bases.
The primary data research in form of the personal interview with Lars Thomsen is a great part of our
research. We expect him to provide us with a lot of new information regarding both the overall
topics of CO2 pollution and greenhouse effect, as well as first-hand insights into alternative fuels,
especially methanol. His local private equipment as well as the fact that he owns and operates the
only methanol driven car in Denmark will be a great asset.
We are going to document large parts if not all of that interview on video to be able to analyze and
discuss the questions and given answers later on, and also to filter the vast amount of input for
relevance and significance.
We will as well consult the Danish Technological Institute’s Energy and Climate expert Kim Winther
to provide us with detailed information about the methanol car’s emissions acquired by using their
specialized PEMS equipment that we have otherwise no access to.
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As the last but not least important source of data we will collect, we are going to conduct some
measurements of diesel exhaust emissions at the Mercantec workshop. Sadly in this, we are limited
to the measurements in a stationary manner, as it is impossible to measure the actual emissions
under different circumstances on the road without the required equipment such as PEMS.
Nonetheless, we expect to add some comparative emission values to the data we have been
provided with by the Technological Institute.
Our last step will be the summary and conclusion during which we will answer all the open questions
that arose within the problem area, and that have not yet been clarified in the theory and analysis
parts.
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4 Theory
4.1 Methanol and bio-methanol
4.1.1 What is methanol?
Methanol, alternatively named methyl alcohol, carbinol or wood alcohol is a chemical compound
consistent of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Its chemical formula is CH3OH.
It is the simplest alcohol. It is colorless, volatile, flammable and poisonous. At room temperature it
is a polar liquid, which means it reacts with water. It is used as frost protection agent, solvent,
denaturant for ethanol and, in this case most importantly, fuel.(1) It is also used for the production
of biodiesel, as well as for a variety of non-fuel applications including plastics and paints.
Methanol can be produced in different ways from different precursors, such as coal or natural gas.
4.1.2 What is the difference between methanol and bio-methanol?
Bio-methanol is a second-generation biofuel that is chemically identical to methanol, but is
produced using biogas. It is a highly versatile product that can be used both as a fuel and as a source
material to produce other biofuels.
As a fuel, bio-methanol can either be blended with gasoline, or it can be used as a base material for
other environmentally friendly fuels. New applications are constantly being researched and
innovated in alliance with research institutes such as, for example, the Danish Technological
Institute.
Bio-methanol does not require any technological changes to modern vehicles and can be stored,
transported and sold in much the same way as petrol and diesel. This makes it even easier for fuel
manufacturers to achieve renewable and clean energy targets set by regulators, such as the EU’s
Renewable Energy Directive.
In order to classify as bio-methanol, it needs to fulfil a list of highly specific and strongly controlled
criteria, as seen in the chart below(2).
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(1) www.chemeurope.com/en/encyclopedia/Methanol.html
(2) www.biomcn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/201404-Sales-specification-bio-methanol.pdf

(Source: BioMCN, Appendix 1)

4.2 Farmers Gasoline
Farmers Gasoline is the brand name under which Agro Industries A/S develops their concept of
producing bio-methanol. The technology allows to process agricultural waste, for example from pig
or cattle farms, of which there are many in Denmark, into a fully applicable bio-fuel. (3)
It is 99,85% pure bio-methanol, meeting the required specifics mentioned above. The RED
Certificate is given by ISCC EU, the International Sustainability & Carbon Certification, an institution
that aims to provide sustainable solutions for fully traceable supply chains and that New Fuel A/S
has a contract with.
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(3) newfuel.dk/papers//Farmers%20Gasoline%20Presentation.pdf

(Source: Danish Methanol Association)
The figure shows the steps at which the bio-methanol is controlled in order to verify conformity with
the RED directive. Strict process orders have to be kept, or the end product will not be able to be
classified as “bio”-methanol and will thus become invaluable to the market.
Farmers Gasoline is kept in two large storage tanks of 2500m³ each in the port of Aarhus, and is
distributed from there via road tankers or container tanks.
The waste is turned into biogas and then converted by Statoil at Europe’s most modern and efficient
methanol plant. The conversion unit is located in Norway(13).

4.3 Alcoholic fuel blends
4.3.1 E5 and A7
E5 contains 5 vol% ethanol and is the standard gasoline mixture in Denmark. In order to achieve a
better energy per volume percentage of 5,75%, the ethanol part can be lowered to 4% and an extra
3% of second generation (processed) bio-methanol can be added.
M3E4, or A7 in which A stands for “Alcohol”, complies with the European norm 228 for gasoline and
no further testing is required on the vehicle. (Source: DTI)
The infrastructure to implement this fuel in the Danish market is already in place, only minor
adaptations would have to be made to store the methanol inside a tank on site. All refineries, service
stations and gasoline cars could be used as they were.
13

(13) https://www.norskpetroleum.no/en/production-and-exports/onshore-facilites/

A7 can, in theory, replace E5 right away. The methanol can either be added by the refinery or the
oil company, while ethanol is handled by the oil company alone, which can in conclusion to this also
use a pre-mixed blend of ethanol and methanol with a ratio of 3:4 vol%.
4.3.2 M15
Not allowed in the EU as per today, M15 consists of 15% methanol and 85% gasoline. Currently
applicable are only gasoline blends with less than 3% or more than 30% of methanol.
It is however very popular in China, where M15 is the largest utilization of methanol. In 2016, seven
million tons of methanol have been used for transportation purposes. That constitutes about 5% of
the total fuel consumption worldwide.(4)
Long term, long distance trials have been conducted on a Fiat 500 MTA 1.2 8V Euro 6 in 2016, which
ran seamlessly on M15 without any increase in emissions. The trials also revealed that the car could
run on gasoline with up to 20% methanol. (Source: DTI)
4.3.3 M56
Flex-fuel vehicles that are widely used in France and Sweden are designed to run on E85, a 85 vol%
ethanol fuel.
The equivalent methanol blend that gives the same air-to-fuel ratio as E85 is M56. This blend has
been rather presently tested by IEA-AMF Annex 54 “GDI Engines and Alcohol Fuels”(5). Another
earlier study performed by the University of Luleå (Sweden) showed that E85-cars run on M56
without any issues.
At this point, original flex-fuel vehicles are no longer being produced in Europe, but can be bought
second hand in Germany or Sweden. One example would be the 2014 VW Golf VII 1.4 TSI MultiFuel
BMT.
The vapor pressure for M56 is rather high, which is good for Danish winters, but not summers.
Original fuel injectors adapted to use with E85 or M56 are available for certain brands and models.
(Source: DTI)
4.3.4 M100 and Mpure
It is possible to run a gasoline engine on pure methanol M100, but this can result in cold-start issues
especially in Danish winter. This could also be averted through direct fuel injection, but commonly
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(4) www.dor-group.com/products_detail.php?langid=2&id=2318&title=M-15_Fuel
(5) www.iea-amf.org/app/webroot/files/file/Country_Annex_Reports_2017_pdf/Annex_54.pdf

this problem is being handled by a small additional gasoline tank that is used until the engine is
warmed up.
The Chinese manufacturer Geely provides a new factory-built methanol car called Emgrand M100
EC7. This model currently runs in a trial fleet of six cars on Iceland(6).
In April 2019, Geely’s subsidiary brand Yuan Cheng Auto announced the launch and sale of the
world’s first M100 methanol fuel heavy truck. According to Yuan Cheng, the truck has a 12.54 liter
engine with a power output of 460ps. It utilizes turbocharged intercoolers, closed-loop air-fuel ratio
control, EGR cooling system, three-way catalytic converters, thus resulting in high performance, low
fuel consumption, high reliability and low emissions(10)(11).

In order to avoid high alcohol tax, M100 has to be denaturized. That, and the cold-start problems,
make M100 less favorable in Denmark.
However, M100 is not to be confused with Mpure, which is used in fuel cells for electric vehicles.
Mpure is 100% neat methanol, while M100 can contain up to 0,15 vol% water, lubricants and anticorrosive additives. These substances are not compatible with fuel cells.
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(6) global.geely.com/2017/11/28/renewable-methanol-cars-proven-to-be-a-major-successiceland/
(10) IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel (Appendix 4)
(11) www.energiforskning.dk/node/9189

4.4 The “City Car”

A 2010 Peugeot 107 1.01 City Car is currently running on M85 in Skanderborg, owned and driven by Lars
Thomsen, chairman of the Danish Methanol Association. During our research, we were able to closely inspect
and even drive the car. As there is currently no legal regulation for its operation, this car can be considered
a prototype and is currently one of a kind in Denmark.
Surprisingly, the Peugeot 107 was found by DTI to be the perfect Flex Fuel Vehicle (FFV), able to run on pure
methanol and any mixture ratio with gasoline. The same is true for many other car brands.
During our test drive, we were not able to detect any difference in performance or handling, negative or
otherwise. The engine started up as usual, and ran smoothly throughout the test. There would have been no
way of telling that any changes had been made to the fuel system. A video of our personal driving experience
will be attached.

4.4.1 M85
The methanol blend M85 has its major drawback in the lower energy content in methanol than in
standard petrol. It would require time before all gas service stations in Denmark would be covered
with 105 Octane M85, but a Flex Fuel Kit allows the car to be refueled with any sort of fuel.
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There are only few FFVs in Denmark, but it would be easy for manufacturers to produce them. In
China, for example, all cars are able to run on methanol. This is because of the large share (about
8%) of China’s total engine fuel that methanol represents. The Flex Fuel Kit allows to transform any
car into a FFV in a matter of minutes. This is mainly being done in the United States, Sweden, Finland
and France. (Source: DTI)
In Denmark the energy tax for petrol is 0,434 DKK per liter in 2019. For bio-ethanol and bio-methanol
it is 0,285 and 0,217 DKK per liter. Biofuels are also exempt from CO2 taxation entirely. That makes
them considerably cheaper than standard gasoline.
The ratio of bio-methanol and ordinary methanol can be optionally changed, should the market
require it so. It allows to meet all bio-fuel obligations in one single product. Farmers Gasoline,
however, relies on 100% bio-methanol with no contamination through non-bio products.
Furthermore, currently there is no supply of M85 available in Denmark. In order to run his City Car,
Lars Thomsen has to mix his own fuel at home. The recipe is simple enough: 85% of bio-methanol
and 15% of gasoline, mixed with additives for lubrication and anti-corrosion. There is no need for
co-solvents or ignition improver. He uses his own fuel pump to tank his City Car, which is shown in
the picture below.
In winter, it may be practical to reduce the methanol content to 70% to ensure that vapor pressure
upon injection is high enough. A higher pressure helps cold-starting in general.

(Picture: Lars Thomsen)
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4.4.2 Emissions of the City Car

(Source: DTI “City Car Sheet” (12), Appendix 5)
DTI has conducted thorough testing on the City Car, using their PEMS equipment to get exact
readings of the car’s emissions under real driving conditions. Specifications of the exact route and
measurement process can be found in DTI’s detailed report “City Car Folder” (14)(Appendix 6).
It shows among other things that the CO emission is a lot lower than that of a normal petrol car,
while NOx tends to be slightly higher. Particle numbers are within the same range, and can be
effectively reduced by particle filters. Therefore we find them neglectable in this context.
The CO2 emission will be in the spotlight further down the line.
The test also shows an increase in power output and max. torque compared to E5 petrol. However,
the driven range per kilometer is also considerably less, due to the lesser energy contained in
methanol. According to DTI, one fueling lasts for about 400 kilometers.

4.5 What technology is used to run a car on bio-methanol (M85)?
In order to use M85 a gasoline engine must inject 70% more fuel per engine revolution. Therefore
it would be recommended to start off with an E85 compliant vehicle that has larger injectors from
the beginning. However, ordinary petrol engines can also be fixed to run on M85
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(12) City Car Sheet (DTI), Appendix 5
(14) City Car Folder (DTI), Appendix 6

Many car models can be programmed through the OBD connector, the so called ECU flashing. For
example the Swiss company Flashtec SA offers this kind of service(7).
Engine control units from numerous manufacturers such as VEMS, AEM or ECU Master etc. can,
amongst others, be bought from the Danish company QualiTec. They can be configured in various
ways, and QualiTec offers to do the complete conversion(8) to make it possible to use alternative
fuels that need adjustments to their perimeters, such as the injected amount.

A different way of doing it is the E85 Ethanol Flex Kit that can currently only be imported to Denmark.
The City Car has this kit installed. It comes with a cable harness and is simply connected to the
injectors, as is shown in the pictures we took on site.
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(7) www.flashtec.ch
(8) www.qualitec.dk

It can easily be put into any car that has a spark ignited engine, namely all gasoline engines.
It can be brought to Denmark from France(9), and it requires no changes to the ECU.

(Source: Danish Methanol Association, Appendix 4)
The new 2019 version of the Flex Fuel Kit uses sensors for ambient air temperature, exhaust oxygen
(lambda) and now also for fuel composition.
As shown in this figure, the Flex Fuel Kit receives feedback from the ECU taken from the lambda
sensor in the exhaust system. The ECU signals the Flex Fuel Kit which controls the injectors and thus
the amount of fuel injected. This is called a closed-loop system, in which constant adjustments and
controls are made by the car. Another source of input for the Flex Fuel Kit are temperature and fuel
sensors that measure the alcohol content and temperature of the fuel.
The kit has a built-in electric choke for cold-starts that will automatically adjust the air to fuel
ratio(10).
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(9) www.ethanolflex.com/en/
(10) IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel (Appendix 4)

4.6 Climate-killer CO2 - the Greenhouse Effect
The greenhouse effect describes the process of warming the Earth’s surface through radiation from
the atmosphere. The temperature is raised above the level it would have without an atmosphere.
The natural greenhouse effect is critical to sustain life on the planet. Human activities such as
burning fossil fuels and rainforest clearances have strengthened the greenhouse effect. Some
people believe that this is the main cause of global warming, whereas others believe that global
warming is a natural phenomenon cycling across millennia.
The Danish Methanol Association and their collaborators have conducted their own research in this
regard and concluded that the greenhouse effect is very much real, but doesn’t have that much of
an impact on global warming as widely propagated. This can be read up in “Understanding Global
Warming”, published by the DMA(15)(Appendix 7).
Greenhouse gases (GHG) radiate energy in all directions. A part of that radiation is directed towards
the surface, heating it. The intensity of the greenhouse effect is depending on the atmosphere’s
temperature and the amount of greenhouse gases it contains.
The four most important greenhouse gases are water (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4)
and ozone (O3). It is said that by emitting all the CO2 that humanity does, the atmosphere loses its
natural consistence and reflects more heat towards the planet.

(Picture: www.ck12.org (16))
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(15) www.danskbiomethanol.dk/Papers/Understanding%20Global%20Warming.pdf, Appendix 7
(16) www.ck12.org/earth-science/greenhouse-effect/lesson/Greenhouse-Effect-MS-ES/

5 Analysis and Discussion
In this part, we will include both our finding through research, as well as a sample calculation, based
on what we learned from our chosen literature and our interviews with Lars Thomsen and Kim
Winther.

5.1 Emissions compared to other engine types
5.1.1 Modern diesel and gasoline cars
The international council on clean transportation ICCT has recently, in May 2019, compared
emissions of diesel and gasoline engines of the newest generation in passenger cars of the compact
category, namely the new Volkswagen Golf TDI 2.0 Blue Motion (Emission norm Euro 6b) and Golf
TSI 1.5 ACT Blue Motion (Emission norm Euro 6c). The manufacturer states a CO2 emission of 117
and 113 g/km for both the models.(19)
The tests were conducted both in the laboratory and on the road, using different measurement
systems. NEFZ, German for Neuer Europäischer Fahrzyklus - New European Driving Cycle is an older
testing method that had been in use until 2017. Since then, the newer and to real traffic better
adjusted WLTP - Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicle Test Procedures - method is preferred. It uses
higher average speeds, stronger fluctuation in speed and stricter controls. RDE measurements are
conducted with PEMS equipment on the road, which is the preferred method that also DTI uses.

(Picture: ICCT)
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(19)
www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/Gas_%20v_%20Diesel_CO2_emissions_GR_Fact_%20Sheet_2
019_05_07_0.pdf

The picture above sums up the most important test results of the CO2 emission measuring. In the
laboratory, testing by NEFZ standards, the results for both diesel and gasoline engines were within
the range that Volkswagen provided.
Using the WLTP method, the results were, to no one’s surprise, higher, 19% more CO2 coming from
the TDI than VW promised. The gasoline engine is with 12% more also considerably higher.
With PEMS, the results are even more dissatisfying. Here, depending on the test course driven, the
difference between the manufacturer information and the actual emission ranges from 24 to 39%
for the TSI, and 26% to 39% for the TDI. That means a maximum CO2 emission of 163 g/km from the
diesel and 157 g/km from the gasoline car.
Despite the new emission norms and constantly improving testing methods, the discrepancy
between official and real CO2 emission is considerable, especially with the diesel engine.
Emissions have, naturally, lowered throughout the years, but are yet quite high. The new generation
of diesel engines is said to be very climate friendly and clean, even better than the gasoline engines.
That could not be confirmed in the latest ICCT study. Diesel engines are still emitting more CO2.
One factor playing into this might be that, with the other emissions, especially NOx, the exhaust
cleaning system, namely the SCR catalytic converter, the exhaust recirculation etc. becomes quite
advanced and puts on a lot of additional weight on the car, raising the fuel consumption.
Additionally, burning one liter of diesel produces circa 2,6 kg CO2, while the same amount of gasoline
is worth 2,3 kg, that is 13% less.
Commonly, diesel cars are bought with higher power output and larger displacement than gasoline
cars, and the difference between official and real CO2 value is greater.
ITTC’s study focuses on the compact car class, which holds a share of about 55% of the market in
Europe. It shows that gasoline engines can have the same if not better CO2 emissions than diesel.
This was proven not only in the laboratory but also on the road.
5.1.2 Measurements at Mercantec
For the lack of PEMS equipment, we have decided to get at least an impression of the emissions of
a modern diesel engine of our own, so that we can hopefully compare it to those of the M85 City
Car, and the laboratory test results of the ITTC study mentioned above.
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The car we chose is a 2015 Opel Zafira 1.6 CDTI that operates with an SCR system.
To our disappointment, the measurement results are only shown in %vol by the Bosch 5 gas
analyzer, which we can make no expressive statement of, as seen in the picture we took in the
workshop.

As a result, we decided to illustrate something else. We looked into the functioning of the Fuel Flex
Kit built into the City Car.
The Flex Fuel Kit used to convert a traditional gasoline engine into a methanol compatible engine
manipulates the injectors to adjust the air to fuel ratio. It will inject a lot more fuel, up to 70% more.
We measured the voltage of a working injector and captured the image to make a few general
statements and explanations.
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The scope shows the voltage during the injection cycle, including the variation of the opening time
of the injector.
The Flex Fuel Kit E85 comes in different variations, depending on the number of cylinders the engine
you are trying to convert has. If the car is an ordinary gasoline car with standard injectors, it will
adjust the opening time and so achieve the air to fuel ratio it requires.
In the picture above you can see the first two injections in idle run, followed by slight acceleration.
The opening time of the injector in idle is about 1,2ms. The longer the injector is open, the more
fuel can get into the combustion chamber. During our test at around 2500rpm, the injector stayed
open for about 2ms.
It can be assumed that, if we wanted to maintain a stable vapor pressure at the injection, and
wanted to inject more fuel, we would also have to keep the injector open for longer. The
manufacturer of the Flex Fuel Kit in the City Car Artline International SARL states that their kit adjusts
the pulsewidth signal by approximately 30%.
In our example this would translate into an opening time of circa 1,56ms in idle run and 2,6ms at
2500rpm partial load.
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5.1.3 Electric vehicles - zero emission?
According to the news from October 2nd 2018 (Source: nyheder.tv2.dk)(17), the Danish government
plans to stop all sales of new diesel and gasoline cars in favor of electric cars or other forms of “zeroemission” vehicles. But how real is the picture of zero emission?
In order to evaluate this, we will include a sample calculation based on the life cycle of an electric
car. The numbers have been provided by DTI climate expert Kim Winther.
If we want to know how much CO2 is emitted by an electric vehicle over its lifespan of assumed
150.000 km, we must consider the CO2 produced during the manufacturing of the car and the
battery, and the CO2 emission caused by the electricity needed to charge and operate the car. The
“greener” the local electricity, the less CO2 is emitted. This is called the local footprint.
In Denmark, the local footprint of electricity is very low, 200 grams per kilowatt hour, according to
energinet.dk. This dataset has been provided by DTI, as only acknowledged researchers have access
to it.

(Picture: DTI)
This speaks for electric vehicles, but since the production of the batteries has a very large CO2
footprint, methanol cars still make a very strong case in comparison.
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(17) www.nyheder.tv2.dk/politik/2018-10-02-regeringen-vil-stoppe-salg-af-nye-diesel-ogbenzinbiler-i-2030

According to LowCVP’s news release from June 2011(18), it is important to measure the emissions
across the entire lifespan of a vehicle, to be able to compare them.
LowCVP stands for Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership and is an association of over 200 organizations
from different backgrounds, aiming to press on with the shift to lower carbon emissions, cleaner
vehicles and fuels. They are seated in the United Kingdom. Their report states that:
“For example, a typical medium sized family car will create around 24 tonnes of CO2 during its life
cycle, while an electric vehicle (EV) will produce around 18 tonnes over its life. For a battery EV, 46%
of its total carbon footprint is generated at the factory, before it has travelled a single mile.”
The numbers they provide are the following:

(Source: LowCVP)
This shows that, during the manufacture of a standard vehicle such as FFV 5,6 tons of CO2 are
emitted. For the battery of an electric car it is 8,8 tons of CO2. Assuming a life span of 150.000 km,
this translates into following values:
8,8 t * 1.000.000 / 150.000 km = 58,7 g/km CO2 for the production of the EV battery.
5,6 t * 1.000.000 / 150.000 km = 37,3 g/km CO2 for the production of a FFV.
To these figures, the driving emissions must be added. LowCVP finds that an EV generates 65g CO2
per km with a footprint of 500g/kWh. For Denmark and the local electricity, these numbers must be
adjusted accordingly. With the mix of 200 g/kWh, this number translates into 26 g/km CO2.
The Danish Climate Council uses 35 g/km to account for the production of wind turbines and other
means of generating electricity. DTI suggests to use 32,5 g/km CO2.
DTI’s conducted Real Driving Emission measurements resulted in following numbers:
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(18) www.lowcvp.org.uk/news,lowcvp-study-demonstrates-the-increasing-importance-ofmeasuring-whole-life-carbon-emissions-to-compare-vehicle-performance_2151.htm

(Source: DTI)
Summing up:
Life cycle emission of an electric vehicle: (58,7 g/km CO2 + 32,5 g/km CO2) = 91,2 g/km CO2
Life cycle emission of a city car using E5 gasoline: (37,3 g/km CO2 + 130 g/km CO2) = 167,3 g/km CO2
Life cycle emission of a city car using M85: (37,3 g/km CO2 + 40 g/km CO2) = 77,3 g/km CO2
Life cycle emission of a city car using M100: (37,3 g/km CO2 + 8 g/km CO2) = 45,3 g/km CO2

As this calculation shows, a car running on M100 emits roughly half as much CO2 as an electric car
over its entire life span starting at the manufacture, if the methanol is produced from biogas, for
example Farmers gasoline.
Seeing that M100 is not a realistic fuel type for Denmark, M85 should be considered, which still
emits less CO2 than the standard electric car. Of course, a variety of different criteria needs to be
taken into account, such as the battery size in question, the specific engine types, etc.
Our sample merely aims to prove that electric vehicles are not as clean and “zero-emission” as
commonly promoted, and that other alternatives are competitive, if not sometimes better.

5.2 Legal regulations
5.2.1 Examples: France and other EU and Non-EU countries
Vehicle manufacturers in the EU restrict fuel use to a maximum of 3% methanol, although the same
car models are sometimes exported to China without such restrictions. Dedicated Flex Fuel Vehicles
are no longer offered on the European market.
The Danish Road Safety Agency (Færdselsstyrelsen) does not currently permit the adaptation of cars
to methanol. Only factory adapted FFVs are allowed.
To promote the methanol market the Agency should be allowed to authorize workshops to
customize regular car for methanol high blends according to standard specifications for M70 to M85
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for automotive spark-ignition engines for cars that are adapted to M85 by the car manufacturer as
FFV or by an approved workshop.
One EU member country, France, has already approved the use of Flex Fuel Kits. On Friday 15th
December 2018, the French Ministry for Environment and Energy published the bylaw (NOR:
TRER1734649A) setting forth the terms to approve Superethanol-E85 conversion systems for petrolpowered vehicles to also use Superethanol-E85. Being subject to less taxation because of its
environmental edge, Superethanol-E85 is the cheapest fuel on the French market. This has brought
plug and play Flex Fuel Kits on the market. They can be installed by laymen in a matter of minutes
virtually without the need for tools.
Such kits have been on the US market for some years - for example, Flex Fuel U.S., original
manufactured by Chrysler and approved 2006 by EPA for certain cars. In Sweden, BSR Svenska AB
has obtained approval of their kit (SAAB only). The same for StepOne Tech Ltd. in Finland. In France,
we find the FlexFuel Company with their DriveCleanBox, Ethanol Flex - E85 Ethanol Conversion Kits
from Artline International SARL and now quite a few others.
The kit is an electronic device to plug in between the injector wires and the injectors. It will expand
the injector pulse widths by approximately 30% and it will have the possibility of both running on
gasoline and M85. It also adds cold start ability.
Advantages here are the low costs, easy installation and multiuse ability for several fuel types.
The kits vary slightly in simplicity with varying installation from a few minutes to a couple of hours.
The simplest Flex fuel kit installs as a plug and play device in the vehicles fuel Injection system, by
means of rerouting the signal from the Engine Control Unit (ECU) to the fuel injectors. It takes less
than 25 minutes to install. There are no wires to cut or solder. They offer cold starting assistance
technology with built in temperature sensor. After installation the vehicle will become a Flex Fuel
vehicle able to run high alcohol blends and regular gasoline and any blends. This technology is used
in the Peugeot 107 City Car M85(9).
5.2.2 Why are no specific rules implemented in Denmark?
This can only be assumed at this point, but our group shares the opinion of DMA’s chairman Lars
Thomsen, according to which the government’s lethargy regarding a decision on legalizing Flex Fuel
Kits is based mainly on the lack of knowledge, and the lack of applied pressure by the big oil concerns
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(9) www.ethanolflex.com/en/

and attached global player companies. DMA is currently working on rectifying that by seeking the
dialogue with government officials, addressing the issue.
5.2.3 M30 and A30, the EU Solution?
M15 and A20 have been successfully tested in Israel and Italy. These products, however, do not fit
the Fuel Quality Directive(20) only allowing 3 vol% methanol in gasoline. Fortunately, fuel blends with
70% and less petrol are not embraced by the directive. This is the reason why E85 is selling in France
and Sweden. M30 or A30 will just pass the requirements and still be acceptable to all modern petrol
engines with no needs for Flex Fuel Kits (Appendix 4).
As a result, M30 or A30 can be implemented without any further difficulties beside the logistics of
providing it. There is no law illegalizing it, and no regulation for Flex Fuel Kits is needed. If M85 can’t
be had due to the missing regulations, M30 could be an alternative.

5.3 Limitations of bio methanol
5.3.1 Safety during storage and handling
Not as much a downside as a potential limitation are the logistics around methanol.
Fuel logistics involves large investments in port-, dispensing and blending facilities etc. However,
proper storages for methanol already exist in Denmark. Some fuel stations will need a protective
coating inside the storage tanks, but this can be done in connection with a planned 5-year inspection
at an estimated cost between EUR 1,100 to 2,700 per station (Source: DTI).
When gasoline is added the usual 5% bioethanol, the blend is sensitive to moisture and must
therefore be stored and transported in dry environments. This is the reason why some fuel
companies choose to do the blending themselves close to the end user, to avoid moisture problems.
The readymade E5 blend can also be taken directly from the refinery, but it will need protection
from moist onwards from there due to its hygroscopic nature. Methanol blends are a lot less
sensitive in that regard.
Methanol is toxic like most other fuels. Both bitterant and odorant is therefore added to M100 fuel
methanol as a precaution. The M85 blend, however, is denatured by the gasoline so it cannot be
ingested by mistake.
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(20) eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32009L0030

5.3.2 Corrosion
One of a few concerns is that methanol could have a damaging effect on vehicle engines, and
therefore have also an impact on warranties and durability. In the long run, as a result, this would
also have negative influence on the emissions of those engines.
But seeing that methanol is widely spread as motor fuel for example in China, and after the long
term testing that DTI has conducted, these concerns seem exaggerated. Additives for corrosion
protection and lubrication are easily mixed into the blend and can be supplied in large quantities by
numerous providers, for example Akzo Nobel(21) or E.M.SH-Ng Tech(22).
5.3.3 Energy content
Another criteria is the lesser heating value of methanol - it contains 16 MJ per liter, opposed to 21
and 32 for ethanol and gasoline.
This will affect the driving range of the vehicle, but it can be compensated with more frequent
fueling or a larger tank.
Furthermore, methanol has an octane rating around 110, much higher than gasoline. As a
conclusion, boost, compression and timing advancement can be increased. This will benefit the fuel
economy. Due to the high heat of vaporization methanol cools down the intake air and the low air
temperature produces more horsepower and torque, so that smaller engines can be used
(downsizing).
5.3.4 Cold start in winter
For cold starting and drivability, a certain minimum vapor pressure is of the essence. Maximum
vapor pressure is required to control evaporative emissions from the vehicle. Therefore, the
requirements must contain both a minimum and maximum threshold.
The vapor pressure of gasoline shall comply with the European Standard EN228(23). This standard
has several ranges for vapor pressure depending on the climate in which the gasoline is used. The
exchange agreement in Denmark specifies the following ranges for blended E5:
Summer:
Spring/Fall:
Winter:

45-70 kPa
45-95 kPa
65-95 kPa
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(21) surfacechemistry.nouryon.com/siteassets/pdfs/brochure-Lubricants-Fuels.pdf

(22) www.globalsources.com/si/AS/EMSH---NGTech/6008847688838/pdtl/Ng-Tech-Super-HeavyDuty-Anti-Corrosion-Lubricant-Additive/1061810879.htm
(23) http://www.envirochem.hu/www.envirochem.hu/documents/EN_228_benzin_JBg37.pdf

Methanol lowers the vapor pressure when added in percentages above 82%. This means that M85
will have a lower vapor pressure than the base gasoline.
Should a higher vapor pressure be required then a blend between 70 to 82% methanol will ensure
that. At 82% methanol the vapor pressure is equal to the base gasoline.

5.4 Who are the main stakeholders in methanol business?
Stakeholders here in this sense are the parties that hold some degree of power over the market and
thus possess the possibility to apply pressure on the Danish government, particularly to push on
with a decision regarding the legal regulation for Flex Fuel Kits and an adjustment of the high
percentage methanol blends. DMA is working hard to reach out to each of these groups and bring
them into their boat. Our interview with Lars Thomsen brought a lot of insights and food for thought.
5.4.1 Producers
Worldwide, there are over 90 methanol producers with a combined annual production capacity of
about 110 Megatons per year. This methanol is almost entirely fossil based (Source: DTI).
For bio-methanol, agriculture is a key player. Livestock farming can convert some of their energy
into food products. The rest is bound in waste such as straw and manure. This is the part that the
EU Commission allows for use in advanced (2nd generation) biofuels.
Biogas producers are the next step in the process. They are spread throughout the country, thus
reducing road transport of biomass.
The actual factories that can convert methane to methanol are a necessary link in the chain. For
example, New Fuel A/S is ISCC EU approved as a methanol producer. Methanol is dispatched from
the factory in Norway to their warehouse in the port of Aarhus.
A plan for a 1,000 ton per day bio-methanol factory in Aarhus exists and is currently seeking coinvestors (Source: New Fuel A/S)
5.4.2 Refineries
Refineries play an important role because the vapor pressure and other quality parameters of the
gasoline blend needs to be controlled. This is done easily by reducing the content of butane in the
raw gasoline. However, it can only be done at the refinery. Denmark currently has refineries in
Fredericia and Kalundborg.
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5.4.3 Traders, Retailers and Logistics
Gas traders are usually also shippers approved for gas transport by energinet.dk. Some biogas
becomes RED-certified and thus useful to produce RED-certified bio-methanol. This amount is
increasing. New Fuel A/S shipped the very first shipload of bio-methanol made of Danish biogas in
August 2018. As of now, almost all of the produced bio-methanol is inserted to the gas grid that
spans the entire continent and further, and disappears there. Denmark exports large quantities of
bio-methanol instead of using it in the country (Source: DMA).
Oil companies and fuel stations should have their own interest in liquid fuels, otherwise with the
taking over of electric vehicles, they would eventually become obsolete at least in the road transport
sector.
5.4.4 Car owners
Car owners may be looking for alternatives to electric vehicles due to the cost of purchasing, lack of
appropriate charging space or because they need towing capacity. Methanol offers the convenience
of a liquid fuel, improved engine torque and less combustion noise compared to gasoline.
The automotive industry seems to have little interest in renewable fuels. Therefore, new flex fuel
compliant cars are hard to find. When converting existing vehicles, it would most likely mean that
the original warranty is void. Thus, it would be advisable to draw up an insurance policy for the
vehicles against technical break down related to the fuel. This approach was used successfully
formerly with Biodiesel Danmark and can probably be done similarly with M85.
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6 Conclusion
Writing this report, we learned a lot about alcohol fuels, not only in Denmark, but worldwide. The
fact that they can be, in fact, more CO2 neutral than an electric vehicle surprised us.
When Kim Winther suggested methanol as main spotlight for our project, we knew nothing about
it. But the more insight we got, the clearer it became that this type of fuel has real potential, and is
an actually realistic alternative to other energy types, be it conservative fuels or electricity.
A continued effort, especially by the Danish Technological Institute and the Danish Methanol
Association is needed to convince decision-makers like the Danish government, vehicle suppliers
and the general public that methanol fuel is as safe and practical as gasoline.
We discovered that it is a lot easier to prepare a normal off-the-shelf gasoline driven car to run on
an alcohol blend type of fuel such as M85. All it needs is a flashing of the ECU, or even easier, a Flex
Fuel Kit that can be installed in a matter of minutes without making permanent changes to the
engine.
But in order to make this vision of a new fuel happen, the barriers need to be removed from both
the government end, as much as from the minds of people who will potentially use this fuel in their
daily life. This must happen by the means of education first, as only knowledge can divert fear “of
the unknown”. For this, the Danish Methanol Association and the DTI suggest the following steps:
M85 has to be demonstrated in a much larger number of vehicles, a wide fleet test is required, as
of right now, there is only one prototype in the entire country, which is owned by Lars Thomsen.
This will be a task for the DTI, mainly.
The Danish government has to get active and adjust the long outdated laws to the more advanced
technology, as Sweden and France have already done it, and as it is done in a number of Non-EU
countries as well. Flex Fuel Kits need to have a general approval in Denmark. Software conversions
(ECU flashing) need to be introduced as alternative to Flex Fuel Kits and certifications have to be
given to workshops and manufacturers that are able to perform this service for their customers.
Last but not least, the physical production of bio-methanol has to be established in Denmark, as it
is already begun by Lars Thomsen’s company New Fuel A/S. As of now, the biogas is produced in
Denmark, and added to the gas grid. The bio-methanol for New Fuel A/S is being produced in
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Norway and then shipped to Aarhus. With the right facilities, a lot of transportation can be avoided,
and all the infrastructure is already there!
With these issues addressed, we believe in bio-methanol. Other countries are doing it, Denmark can
do it, too, and the preconditions are perfect. Denmark has the biomass production, the grid, the
infrastructure for storage and distribution, and the population is ready for alternative drives. The
demand for electric vehicles is rising, why not offer an alternative that is cheap and at the same
time, just as climate-friendly?
We hope that the DMA and DTI continue their efforts, and will see methanol being established in
the future.
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8 Appendices
Appendix 1: Sales Specification Bio-Methanol

i

farmers gasoline
A New Concept
Farmers Gasoline is a new concept developed by our
sister company Agro Industries A/S. This technology
allows for the conversion of agricultural waste and
residues into a fully applicable bio-fuel.

Conversion Unit

Farmers Gasoline is 99.85 % pure biomethanol, which
meets the IMPCA specifications. It complies with the
RED - Directive 2009/28/EC as a 2nd generation,
advanced biofuel qualified for double counting using
no food or feed.

Greenhouse Gas Emission Saving
A 65.4 % greenhouse gas emission saving allow
intermodal distribution within the EU. The emission is
29 g CO2eq/MJ for fuel made from liquid manure.

ISCC EU Certification
New Fuel A/S is certified as a producer and trader of
bio-methanol in accordance with ISCC EU since
November 2016.

Already 2011 the European Commission recognized
the ISCC System GmbH certification schemes to
demonstrate compliance with the EU Renewable
Energy Directive’s requirements.

Courtesy Statoil / NorskPetroleum.no

Farmers waste is turned into biogas and then
converted by Statoil in Norway at the most modern and
efficient methanol plant in Europe.

Warehousing

Farmers Gasoline is kept in stock at the port of Aarhus.
From two storage tanks 2.500 cbm each the fuel is
loaded on road tankers or container tanks.

Pricing

DNV GL is our certification body verifying the
sustainable and traceable production of Farmers
Gasoline and the Proofs of Sustainability.

Transportation
Farmers fuel can be distributed within EU member
states on 2010 Incoterms FCA Aarhus by rail, ship, and
truck.

The price comprises a carbon-part linked to the market
price of fossil methanol and a bio-part, a bio surcharge.
In regions with no RED certified warehouses customers
may enjoy a transport compensation throughout 2017.
Please feel free to contact us.

NEW FUEL A/S
Agro Food Park 13, DK 8200 Aarhus N, Denmark
sales@newfuel.dk • www.newfuel.dk

Appendix 3: GDI Engines and Alcohol Fuel
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Danish Methanol Association

IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel

Mpure

Fuel Cell

Electric Vehicle (EV/ FCEV)

M100

Petrol engine (SI)

Flex Fuel Vehicle (FFV)

M85

Petrol engine (SI)

Flex Fuel Vehicle (FFV)

M30

Petrol engine (SI)

Regular Petrol Car

A7

Petrol engine (SI)

Regular Petrol Car (A7-A13)

MD95

Diesel engine (CI)

Heavy Duty Vehicle (ED95/MD95 Ver.)

22. 05. 2019
Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK-8200 Aarhus N, Denmark
CVR-no: 33618204 | +45 8793 0000 | forening@danskbiomethanol.dk

pure

The new Nathalie is an uncompromising electric super sports car. It is one of the fastest and
most dynamic sports cars you can drive with a license plate on the normal road. >190 MPH;
<2.5 sec to 60 MPH

Mpure
Mpure vs M100. M100 contains small amounts of lubricant and anti-corrosion additives not compatible
with fuel cells. Fuel cells require Mpure - 100 % uncontaminated methanol according to IMPCA METHANOL
REFERENCE SPECIFICATIONS.
The new Nathalie is a high-performance car created by Roland Gumpert. Fortunately, he also designed the
more affordable U5 - an electric SUV with and without a methanol fuel cell range extender.

The Aiways U5 Ion Electric 5-Seat SUV is an interesting proposition for those who can't afford a
Tesla, Audi or Mercedes. 63 kWh battery (liquid cooled); 140 kW front-wheel drive. U5 is designed
for a methanol range extender aboard. U5 will hit the European market late 2019.

Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK-8200 Aarhus N, Denmark

GEELY LAUNCHES WORLD’S FIRST M100 METHANOL - POWERED HEAVY TRUCK

Autocar 29 Apr 2019: Geely New Energy Commercial Vehicle Group’s (GCV) subsidiary brand Yuan Cheng
Auto announced the launch and sale of the world’s first M100 methanol fuel heavy truck.

Economical and eco-friendly
The Yuan Cheng methanol heavy truck has a 12.54-litre large-displacement engine with maximum power of
460ps. It utilizes turbocharged intercoolers, closed-loop air-fuel ratio control, EGR cooling system, three-way
catalytic converters, resulting in high performance, low fuel consumption, high reliability and low emissions.
China Daily, 2019-02-26.
Zhejiang Geely Holding
Group's methanol-fueled
vehicles on display at an
industry expo in Beijing.
Currently, there are more
than 5,000 methanolfueled taxis in Guizhou and
the province has set a goal
of
launching
10,000
methanol vehicles by the
end of this year.
China, as the secondlargest energy consumer
globally, has a huge
demand for energy. Thus,
promoting methanol fuel as an alternative is important to reduce the country's dependency on imported resources.

Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK-8200 Aarhus N, Denmark

Temperature & Fuel Sensor

ECU

Measures alcohol content and temperature of fuel

Signal to injectors

Flex Fuel Kit
Controlling fuel injection

Fuel Injectors

Engine

Flex Fuel Kit
(2019)
The new 2019 version
of the Flex Fuel Kit
from
ARTLINE
INTERNATIONAL SARL,
FRANCE uses sensors
for
ambient
air
temperature, exhaust
oxygen and now also
for fuel composition +
an insurance policy.
The kit has a built in
Cold Start Electric
Choke

Exhaust Oxygen Sensor

Filling M85

Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK-8200 Aarhus N, Denmark

Thanks to A20’s low carbon content, bio components and its high-octane number, the CO@ emissions is less by 3 percent when
quantified using the new Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicle Test Procedures (WLTP).

M30/A30 – The EU Solution.
DOR has successfully tested and introduced M15 in Israel. Eni and FCA has tested A20 in Italy. These products,
however, does not fit the Fuel Quality Directive only allowing maximum 3 Vol% methanol in gasoline.
Fortunately, fuel blends with 70% and less petrol is not embraced by the directive. This is the reason E85 is
selling in Sweden and France. M30 or A30 will just pass and still be acceptable to all modern petrol engines
with no needs for flex fuel kits.

Eni SPA and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA)
have developed A20 alcohol blend.
HOUSTON, Apr. 5 2019. Working under a research contract they
entered in 2017, the companies have completed an initial test of
the fuel in five rental cars in Milan.
The vehicles ran on “A20” gasoline, which contains 15%
methanol and 5% bioethanol.
During the 13-month test, the cars were rented about 9,000
times and traveled 50,000 km without experiencing problems.
Eni and FCA are working to increase the renewable content of
the hydrocarbon component of A20.
The A20 formula is designed to reduce direct and indirect CO2
emissions. It’s compatible with gasoline vehicles sold since 2001.

Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK-8200 Aarhus N, Denmark

A7

Mileage:

19,6

km/l estimated:

Content

as is

Incl.
advanced
bio

Vol %

MJ

MJ

g

g eq.

kr./l

kr./l

kr./l

kr./l

kr./l

kr./l

1G-ethanol

4%

0,84

0,84

1,10

36,12

0,11

0,00

0,05

0,17

0,08

0,42

Adv. methanol

3%

0,48

0,96

1,19

0,48

0,06

0,00

0,03

0,09

0,05

0,23

Biofuels total

7%

1,32

1,80

2,28

36,60

0,18

0,00

0,08

0,26

0,13

0,65

Methanol

0%

0,00

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Petrol

93%

29,76

29,76

0,00

2.494

4,00

0,39

1,86

3,08

2,33

11,66

Fossil fuels total

93%

29,76

29,76

0,00

2.494

4,00

0,39

1,86

3,08

2,33

11,66

Total per liter

100%

31,08

31,56

2,28

2.530

4,18

0,39

1,94

3,34

2,46

12,31

Biofuel %

5,79%

MJ/l

MJ/km

Advanced biofuel %

3,09%

31,08

1,59

A13

Mileage:

Component

Content

as is

MJ

O2

CO2

16

1,559322

0,20968

Vol %

MJ

MJ

g

g eq.

0

0

kr./l

kr./l

kr./l

kr./l

1G-ethanol

10%

2,08

2,08

2,72

89,5894

0,28

0,00

0,13

0,43

0,21

1,05

Adv. methanol

3%

0,48

0,96

1,19

0,48

0,06

0,00

0,03

0,09

0,05

0,23

Biofuels total

13%

2,56

3,04

3,90

90,07

0,34

0,00

0,16

0,51

0,25

1,27

Methanol

0%

0,00

0,00

0,00

0

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Petrol

87%

27,87

27,87

0,00

2.335

3,75

0,37

1,74

2,88

2,18

10,92

Fossil fuels total

87%

27,87

27,87

0,00

2.335

3,75

0,37

1,74

2,88

2,18

10,92

Total per liter

100%

30,43

30,91

3,90

2.425

4,09

0,37

1,90

3,39

2,44

12,19

Component

O2

CO2

Energy tax
2019

CO2- tax
2019

Handling
& profit

10-y
Int.
Avg.

At the
VAT pump

Biofuels

Fossil fuels

O2 wt % CO2 g/l
3,0%

19,1

2.530

CO2 g/km Tax kr/km
129

kr/km

0,23

0,63

km/l estimated:

At the
10,261 VAT pump

Biofuels

Fossil fuels

Biofuel %

10,00% MJ/l

Advanced biofuel %

3,15%

30,43

MJ/km
1,59

O2 wt % CO2 g/l
5,1%

2.425

CO2 g/km Tax kr/km
127

0,23

E5 may be replaced by A7-A13 containing 3% advanced biomethanol.

Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK-8200 Aarhus N, Denmark

kr/km
0,64

Bioenergy International 6. Nov. 2018: In Sweden, the very first Scania truck fitted with Scania's new 13-litre bioethanol
410 hp engine has taken to the road.

SEKAB AB
HOW WE CREATE SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT
ED95 is a green fuel alternative for heavy goods vehicles such as buses and lorries. It is an
environmentally sustainable alternative to diesel and has high energy efficiency. ED95 is
composed of 95 percent ethanol, ignition improver and corrosion inhibitor. Nothing else.
Since the 1980s, Scania has manufactured ethanol buses adapted for ED95. In 1986 the first
ED95-buses began to roll in Örnsköldsvik. A few years later Stockholm Public Transport followed
suit and invested in 30 ethanol buses. Today there is a fleet of over 800 ethanol buses in Sweden.

SEKAB
AB
is
prepared to supply
an ED95 Concentrate (Masterbatch)
for blending with
methanol.
”Blandas 1 del
Masterbatch + 9
delar biomethanol”.

Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK-8200 Aarhus N, Denmark
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City Car on Methanol
IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel
Danish Methanol Association ◊ Danish Technological Institute
October 2018

Test Run

Distribution

Evaluation

Denmark participates in an international EIAAMF project "Methanol as Motor Fuel" with the
Danish Technological Institute and the Danish
Methanol Association as actors.
The Israeli EIA-AMF member has just studied
and formulated a standard for M15 (15%
methanol and 85% gasoline).
The Danish team has developed and tested a
105 octane M85 (85 parts methanol and 15
parts gasoline + protective additives).

95 octane A7 is a new "greener" standard
gasoline. It is easily manufactured at refinery
and distributed directly to the service stations.
It can also be prepared by the oil companies of
a base gasoline (BOB) and an alcohol mixture
with methanol and ethanol in the ratio 3: 4.

95 Octan A7 has 3 times more 2-generation
biofuel than required by law. This new gasoline
can easily replace the gasoline we use today
without becoming more expensive.
105 Octane M85 increases horsepower. It
provides softer more silent engine operation
with low emissions and meets the government's
wishes.
The annual Danish potential of 48 PJ biogas is
enough for methanol to replace our Danish
consumption of gasoline.
If methanol is also used for storage of wind
power, the entire transport sector can be fueled
- with no loss of tax revenue.
Sweden has over 1300 service stations for E85.
It has required incentives and exemption from
energy taxes. M85 does not need such support
- only the barriers are being removed

Real Driving Emission (RDE) was measured using
mobile equipment (PEMS) under realistic
conditions. Power and torque are measured on
rolling road:
Technology
AFR, stoich.
RVP, kPa
MJ/l
Performance
Maks. effekt
Maks. moment
MJ/km
km/l
Emission
CO, g/km
NOx, g/km
Pn, G#/km

95 Octane
Gasoline
14,0:1
40-88
32,2

105 Octane
M85
7,6:1
45-67
18,2

68 hp
97 Nm
1,63
19,8

73 hp
102 Nm
1,62
11,8

1,4
0,4
234

0,4
0,6
259

Well to Wheel CO2 per km is 130 g for E5, 40 g on 105
octane M85 and 8 g on pure biomethanol (M100). Tail
pipe CO2 is the same for the tested fuels. Although the
test car is flex fuel, it could drive a far longer ride on
the liter with a high-compression engine.

105 Octane M85 is most easily distributed from
refinery directly to the filling stations.
It has all the prerequisites for becoming the
engine of the future and making it profitable
with blender pumps that mix as we fill.

Two existing methanol tanks each of 2,500 m3 at Port of Aarhus.
From here, all of Denmark can be supplied. To the east, there is
room for a methanol plant that processes both biogas and wind
power in a completely new synergistic process. Methanol - also
called "Liquid Gas" and "Liquid Electricity" – is to be
manufactured in an amount of 1 million t annually.

The test car - a Peugeot 107 1.01 City car - was surprisingly found to run on pure methanol and any
mixture with gasoline without losing power or torque
– on the contrary. A French Plug ‘n Play Flex Fuel Kit
makes the car a full-fledged Flex Fuel Vehicle (FFV).

Next Step

•
•

Distribution of new 95 octane A7
Fleet Experiment with over 100 cars and
establishment of 105 octane M85 pumps

This sheet is extracted from a detailed report under
preparation for the Energy Agency that supports the
project financially with EUDP-funds.
A more detailed folder can be downloaded from
http://danskbiomethanol.dk/IEA/CityCarFolderEn.pdf

Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK 8200 Aarhus N ● Technological Institute, Teknologiparken, Kongsvang Allé 29, DK 8000 Aarhus C
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City Car on Methanol
IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel
Danish Methanol Association
◊ Danish
Technological
IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol
as Motor Fuel
supported by the DanishInstitute
Energy Agency with EUDP funds.
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The cover photo. Test car during calibration of measuring equipment at the Danish Technological
Institute. With an AVL analyzer in the back, a test route was run through several times - first on
gasoline, then 105 octane M85.

Denmark participates in an international EIA-AMF project "Methanol as
Motor Fuel" with the Danish Technological Institute and the Danish
Methanol Association as actors.
The Israeli EIA-AMF member has just studied and formulated a standard for
M15 (15% methanol and 85% gasoline).
The Danish team has developed and tested a 105 octane M85 (85 parts
methanol and 15 parts gasoline + protective additives).

About methanol.
Methanol (CH3OH) contains 50% molecular oxygen - higher than for any other
alcohol. It gives less air and more fuel per cylinder filling ~ low AFR.
Methanol has a heat of evaporation of 1165 kJ / kg - higher than for gasoline and
higher than for any other alcohol. It gives an outstanding cooling and thus more
fuel per cylinder filling. The cooling is probably the most important feature.
Methanol has a very high-octane number often referred to as RON 109, but
octane value cannot be measured for alcohols. The term octane M85 105 are
used indicative of the ability to antagonize the knocking and premature ignition.
Methanol has an energy content of 16 MJ / liter. It is half the gasoline. M85 is
cheaper and has a good energy economy.

The team will also focus on 95 octane A7 (3% 2G biomethanol, 4% 1G
ethanol and 93% gasoline) because this mix meets the upcoming biofuel
obligation to use at least 5.75% energy biofuel, of which 0.9 Energy% must
come from advanced biofuel.

Methanol lacks lubricating properties. It is compensated by using Sunoco SYNTURO
Racing 10W / 20 fully synthetic lubricant compatible with methanol, and by adding
the fuel is 1 per thousand Redline SI Alcohol. It lubricates nozzles, pumps, cylinders
and counteracts corrosion.

The preliminary project includes:

Methanol is most known to damage the vision by drinking it. The petrol in M85
denatures, so nobody drinks it by mistake like no-one drinks gasoline.

•

Test drive of ordinary car of 105 octane M85

•

Distribution of 105 octane M85 and 95 octane A7

•

Economic and business evaluation

Methanol has a low vapor pressure of only 4.6 psi (32 kPa) at 100 oF. The gasoline
in M85 raises, however, the vapor pressure, thereby reducing cold start problems.
Methanol burns completely clean, so clean that the flame is almost invisible. The
M85 petrol makes the flame visible - an advantage if the accident is out.
Methanol is miscible with water, easily degradable in the environment. Overall, the
Danish Environmental Protection Agency considers that methanol does not pose a
risk to the environment.
Methanol is all a safe propellant and there are racecourse contests where only
methanol is allowed for safety reasons.

IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel supported by the Danish Energy Agency with EUDP funds.
Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK 8200 Aarhus N ◊ Danish Technological Institute, Teknologiparken, Kongsvang Allé 29, DK 8000 Aarhus C
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About the test itself.
The rear seats are laid down to accommodate AVL measuring equipment.
The equipment is calibrated before and after each test run. A route is run
through several times and the results reproduced here are average. First,
with octane 95 gasoline in the tank, then with 105 octane M85. The test is
supplemented with measurements on a rolling road Dyno.
The test car appears surprisingly to be "born" as a Flex Fuel Vehicle (FFV),
which can arbitrarily fill petrol, methanol or any mixture.

Figure 1. Light Duty RDE-route in Aarhus.

Real Driving Emission (RDE) is measured
with
PEMS
(Portable
Emission
Measurement System) according to EU
Commission Regulation 582/2011. The
measurement provides important data
for CO, CO2, NOx emissions under realistic
conditions. Together with collected
weather and GPS data and data read
from engine control (OBD II), the system
allows calculation of fuel consumption
and emissions.

Test Run.
The test used a Peugeot 107 1.01 City Car. Real Driving Emission (RDE) was
measured using mobile equipment (PEMS) under realistic conditions.
The test car proved surprising to be able to drive on pure methanol and any
mixture of gasoline without losing power or torque - on the contrary.
A Plug ‘n Play Flex Fuel Kit makes the car a full-fledged Flex Fuel Vehicle
(FFV). A French "Ethanol Flex - E85 Ethanol Conversion Kit" is being used.
Technology
AFR, stoich.
RVP, kPa
MJ/l
Performance
Max. power
Max. torque
MJ/km
km/l
Emission
CO, g/km
NOx, g/km
Pn, G#/km

95 Octane
Petrol
14,0:1
40-88
32,2

105 Octane
M85
7,6:1
45-67
18,2

105 Octane
M85

68 HP
97 Nm
1,63
19,8

73 HP
102 Nm
1,62
11,8

Gain 7%
Gain 5%

1,4
0,4
234

0,4
0,6
259
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Well to Wheel CO2 per km is 130 g for E5, 40 g on 105 octane M85 and 8 g
on pure biomethanol (M100). Tail pipe CO2 is the same for the tested fuels.
Although the test car is flex fuel, it could drive a far longer ride on the liter
with a high-compression engine.
IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel supported by the Danish Energy Agency with EUDP funds.
Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK 8200 Aarhus N ◊ Danish Technological Institute, Teknologiparken, Kongsvang Allé 29, DK 8000 Aarhus C

Distribution - Overview
1. 95 Octane A7
a. Preparation
i. The 95 octane A7 is delivered ready from the refinery
ii. 95 octane A7 is mixed with the petrol supplier of ethanol
and a Danish blendstock for oxygenated blending
containing methanol from refinery.
iii. 95 octane A7 is mixed with gasoline supplier of a blend
spray - containing both ethanol and methanol - and a
BOB without bio alcohol
b. Dispensing
i. The 95 octane A7 is dispensed at service stations from
the current installations without any changes. The A7
simply replaces the current 95 octane gasoline.
2. 105 Octane M85
a. Preparation.
i. The 105 octane M85 is delivered ready from the refinery
ii. Clean methanol is supplied to the separate ground tanks
at filling stations
b. Dispensing
i. 105 Octane M85 from refinery is dispensed with an
existing free pump.
ii. 105 octane M85 is dispensed from new pump with
separate ground tank
iii. 105 octane M85 prepared on site with pure methanol
and 95 octane gasoline dispensed with a blender pump.

95 Octane A7.
Except for the conversion of existing tank at the refinery, no changes are required
in our current distribution system, regardless the choice of manufacture.

105 Octane M85
Ready-105 octane M85. The most obvious is to receive 105 octane M85 done
directly from the refinery. The gas stations that cease selling 92 octane gasoline
can use the available pump.
Blender pump. More complicated is it for filling stations to receive pure
methanol. This requires installation of blender pumps and conversion of a ground
tank. The picture below shows how this is done at a gas station in California.

4

Figure 2. Here's a single pump among many used for gasoline with alcohol. The dispenser uses a
blender pump supported economically by USDA.

IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel supported by the Danish Energy Agency with EUDP funds.
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Blender Pumps
A blender pump is an elegant solution. It retrieves the methanol and
gasoline from separate underground tanks and mix them so to speak in the
hose. Distribution cannot be simpler, but it requires conversion of the
service station.

Filling green?
Until 105 octane M85 is out at service stations, you can fill 95 octane A7. It
is not the same but a simple way to use biogas.

Distribution
95 octane A7 is a new "greener" standard gasoline. It is easily manufactured
at refinery and distributed directly to the service stations.
It can also be prepared by the oil companies of a base gasoline (BOB) and an
alcohol mixture with methanol and ethanol in the ratio 3: 4.
105 Octane M85 is most easily distributed from refinery directly to the filling
stations.
It has all the prerequisites for becoming the engine of the future and making
it profitable with blender pumps that mix as we fill.

Act on sustainable biofuels ...
§ 3. Every company is obliged to ensure that biofuels account for at least 5.75 per
cent of its total annual sales of fuels for land transport as measured by energy
content, re. section 2 ...
Stk. 2. When calculating an undertaking's obligation pursuant to subsection 1 is
considered as contributing to the fulfillment of the obligation under subsection 1 from
biofuels made from waste, residues, non-food cellulose-containing materials, and
lignocellulose to be twice as high as the contribution of other biofuels.

Methanol. With more than 90 factories worldwide, with a production
capacity of over 100 million t annually, methanol is readily available. It can
be manufactured from coal, gas, biomass and wind power. 30 million t
already go for energy purposes. In Denmark, methanol can become an
energy carrier for all renewable energy from biomass and wind power and
can be used for storage of wind power.

Biofuel of waste counts twice in the biofuel obligation - Double counting
Law amending the Act on Sustainable Biofuels ...
»Stk. 3. Every company is required to ensure that advanced biofuels account for at
least 0.9%. of the company's total annual sales of fuels for land transport, measured
by energy content. The company can only include biofuels that meets the
requirements for sustainability of biofuels laid down under § 4. The obligation must
be fulfilled at the end of each calendar year«
At least 0.9 energy% second generation biofuel by 2020

IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel supported by the Danish Energy Agency with EUDP funds.
Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK 8200 Aarhus N ◊ Danish Technological Institute, Teknologiparken, Kongsvang Allé 29, DK 8000 Aarhus C
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Advantages and Disadvantages of 105 Octane M85
The main drawback is lower energy content in methanol than in gasoline. It
gives a range of well 400 km on a typical refueling.
It takes time before coverage of 105 Octane M85 service stations. However,
a Flex Fuel Kit allows refueling with any fuel. Peugeot 107 was surprisingly
found to be "born" as Flex Fuel Vehicle (FFV), able running on pure methanol
and any mixture with gasoline. The same is the case with many other car
brands.
There are only few FFVs in Denmark. The car factories, however, may easily
produce FFVs. For example, cars in China - own and imported – are all able to run
on methanol. This is because methanol today represents 8% of China's engine fuel.
However, it takes just minutes to retrofit a kit that makes any petrol car to an FFV.
This is done in the United States, Sweden, Finland and France. We must also be
able to do that in Denmark too.

because they still must drive on ordinary petrol in between. With the
phasing out of petrol and diesel opened a market for car engines dedicated
to methanol and "Tank Two Wheel" efficiency up to 50% maybe more.
The energy tax for petrol is 0,434 DKK per liter in 2019. For bioethanol and
biomethanol, it is 0,285 and 0,217 DKK per liter, respectively. Biofuels are
totally exempt from CO2 taxation.

Figure 3 Two existing methanol tanks each of 2,500 m3 at Port of Aarhus. From here, all of Denmark
can be supplied. To the east, there is room for a methanol plant that processes both biogas and wind
power in a completely new synergistic process. Methanol - also called "Liquid Gas" and "Liquid
Electricity" – is to be manufactured in an amount of 1 million t annually.

The ratio of biomethanol and ordinary methanol can be optionally changed,
if the market would so require. It allows in one single product to meet all bio
fuel obligations.

IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel supported by the Danish Energy Agency with EUDP funds.
Danish Methanol Association, Agro Food Park 13, DK 8200 Aarhus N ◊ Danish Technological Institute, Teknologiparken, Kongsvang Allé 29, DK 8000 Aarhus C
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Evaluation

Electric Car vs. Methanol Car
There are also emissions and losses during electrical operation. Tesla
claims a "Wall to Wheel" efficiency of 75%. More conservatively, the
efficiency is closer to 68%. By comparison, "Tank to Wheel" efficiency of a
petrol car is below 30%. It can be improved significantly with car engines,
specifically built for methanol.
An electric car emits from cradle to grave about 115 g CO2eq / km against
only 88 g CO2eq / km for an ordinary car on M85.
A car on the M100 emits from cradle to grave half as much CO2 as an electric
car - just because biomethanol will be produced from both waste and wind
power. In a new directive, biogas of manure is particularly appreciated,
which is favorable to Danish biogas.

E85 versus M85
In Sweden, ethanol from New Year was exempted from energy tax and it
has created renewed interest in the E85. However, it is still more expensive
to drive on the E85 than on gasoline. In France there is massive support for
E85 and it has just been allowed to mount Flex Fuel kits that solve problems
with E85.
Diesel and petrol cars must be past in Denmark.
105 Octane M85 and 105 Octane M100 comply with the recommendations of the
Climate Council.
- In 12 years - only 12 years - we will close for the sale of new diesel and gasoline cars.
And in 17 years every new car in Denmark must be an electric car or other form of zeroemission car. This will mean that in 2030 there will be more than one million hybrid,
electric or equivalent green cars in Denmark, says our prime minister.
- "It's a big ambition. That will not be easy to reach. But precisely why we should try,
says Lars Løkke Rasmussen during the parliamentary session opening October 2, 2018.

95 Octane A7 has 3 times more 2-generation biofuel than required by law.
This new gasoline can easily replace the gasoline we use today without
becoming more expensive.
105 Octane M85 increases horsepower. It provides softer more silent
engine operation with low emissions and meets the government's wishes.
The annual Danish potential of 48 PJ biogas is enough for methanol to
replace our Danish consumption of gasoline.
If methanol is also used for storage of wind power, the entire transport
sector can be fueled
- with no loss of tax revenue.
Sweden has over 1300 service stations for E85. It has required incentives
and exemption from energy taxes. M85 does not need such support
- only the barriers are being removed.

Next Step

•
•

Distribution of new 95 octane A7
Fleet Experiment with over 100 cars and establishment of 105
octane M85 pump

This leaflet is extracted from a detailed report under preparation for the Danish Energy
Agency, which supports the project financially with EUDP funds.
New project participants are welcome.
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Danish Methanol Association

Understanding Global Warming
… in The Kingdom of Denmark

Global warming calls for ingenuity, innovation and entrepreneurship. In order to attract venture capital, it is
necessary to understand the task, its opportunities and risks. With an extent from the Arctic Ocean to the
Baltic Sea, there are in the Kingdom of Denmark special interests and opportunities to examine the ongoing
changes. We also have qualified researchers for the job.

Greenland

Figure 1 The green curve models the cyclical factors found. The superimposed historical events help to recognize the time axis. The
proxy temperatures of the GISP2 ice core show warm periods that coincide with the oscillation of the baseline of the solar magnetic
field. A super-grand cycle is 1950 ± 95 years polarity wise peaking every half cycle as explained by Prof. Valentina Zharkova,
Northumbria University. The baseline magnitude become slowly increasing towards its maximum at 2600 AD to be followed by its
decrease and minimum at 3700 AD. This trend is anticipated to continue in the next six centuries that can lead to a further natural
increase of the terrestrial temperature by more than 2.5 oC by 2600 AD. [Oscillations of the baseline of solar magnetic field and solar
irradiance on a millennial timescale, V. Zharkova, 2019.]

The warm periods found in our northern provinces are mirrored in Southern Denmark.
V. Zharkova's latest work (2019) is a quantum leap in understanding global warming and towards usable
predictions. Right now, the solar activity is heading in the next three decades (2019-2055) to a Modern Grand
Minimum with transient coolness. [http://nrl.northumbria.ac.uk/39526/]
Danish Methanol Association, c/o Agro Industries A/S, Agro Food Park 13, DK-8200 Aarhus N, Denmark
CVR-no: 33618204 | +45 8793 0000 | forening@danskbiomethanol.dk
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Figure 2.The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) with a periodicity of 60–80 years. The cyclical variation with high temperatures
in 30’s and now is seen in Greenland and somewhat weaker in Torshavn
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Understanding Global Warming

Understanding Global Warming

Thanks to Danish Willi Dansgaard, we know a lot about the climate of the past. He was the first
paleoclimatologist to demonstrate that measurements of the trace isotopes oxygen-18 and deuterium in
accumulated glacier ice could be used as an indicator of past climate and he was the first scientist to extract
paleoclimatic information from the Greenlandic Camp Century ice core. In 1974, Willi Dansgaard predicted
that the post-war declining temperatures would soon reach a valley followed by a short-term warming.
Thanks to Ole Humlum, who succeeded Willi Dansgaard at the Disco station, we know a lot about the cyclical
factors that affected the globe in the past. Together with Jan-Erik Solheim and Kjel Stordahl, he published
the article "Identifying natural contributions to late Holocene climate change" in Global and Planetary Change
in 2011. Figure 1 is taken from this article. Ole Humlum is a Danish professor emeritus of physical geography
at the University of Oslo, Department of Geosciences and adjunct professor of physical geography at the
University Center in Svalbard. His academic focus includes glacial and periglacial geomorphology and
climatology.
Thanks to Henrik Svensmark, we know the natural forcing of the sun’s magnetic field and its effect on cosmic
rays and cloud formation. He is a Danish physicist and professor in the Division of Solar System Physics at the
Danish National Space Institute in Copenhagen.

Jutland, Southern Denmark
England - once part of our North Sea Empire - now a neighbor 300 nautical miles to the west, from where we
get most of our weather. This is significant because here close to us, instrumental temperatures are dating
back to the middle of the 500-year cool period referred to as The Little Ice Age.

Annual temperatures oC

11

Met Office Hadley Centre Central England Temperature Data,
- the longest existing instrumental meteorological record

10
9
8
y = 0,0028x + 4,1361

7

~ 0,28 oC in 100 years

6 Preindustrial time
5
1650

The Little Ice Age

The Modern Warm Period

The graph clearly shows how
we gradually came out of the
cold and into the Modern
Warm Period. From the
oldest measurement in 1659
and up to now, a trend of 0.28
o
C per 100 years can be read.
We must go back to 1700 to
find a faster and longerlasting rise than the one we
have just experienced (the
one predicted by Willi
Dansgaard).

In Jutland, the temperature
range goes back to 1803 and
Figure 3. The average temperature in Denmark has developed in parallel to the Hadley data –
it follows Hadley quite
only 1½-2 degrees colder.
closely, but one to two
In Greenland it has recently been as warm as in the 1930s. Aerial photos early in the 30s
degrees lower because we
show that the glaciers were as retreated as today. In 2017 glaciers began to grow again.
are a bit to the north.
1850

1950
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Understanding Global Warming

PSMSL Mean Sea Level Port of Aarhus

Port of Aarhus

Sea Level above Revised Local
Reference (RLR) Datum in mm.

The sea water expands with
warm weather. DTU Space,
the Technical University of
7100
Denmark analyses sea level
7050
data from satellites in space
and measuring stations on
7000
land. Since 1993 satellite
y = 0,6692x + 5718,9
6950
radar
altimeters
have
~ 6,7 cm in 100 years
provided
uninterrupted
6900
estimates
of
global
mean sea
1870
1920
1970
2020
level with a trend of 3,1
Aarhus
11 per. glid. gnsn. (Aarhus)
mm/year.
It
requires
Lineær (Aarhus)
intensive calibration and data
processing to measure that
Figure 4. A similar tidal curve for the port of Korsor showed an increase of 7.9 cm per 100
exactly from a mobile
years. None of the ports showed accelerating water rises.
measuring station - Jason-3 is
In Aarhus sea level data goes back to 1889 with a rising trend of 6,7 cm per 100 years. SONEL orbiting at 1336 km altitude.
has no GPS position times series for Aarhus, but for nearby Esbjerg SONEL reports a Velocity
However, for the coastal
(mm/yr.): -1.17 +/- 0.48 for station ESBH at the waterfront and a Velocity (mm/yr.): 0.72 +/population, classical water
0.49 (land uplift) for station ESBC 3,8 km away.
level measurements are still
most important. Data from tide gauges all over the world suggest an average global sea-level rise of 1–1½
mm/year. For the Port of Aarhus, the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) reports figures with a
rising trend of 6,7 cm per 100 years.
7150

Consequently, Aarhus is preparing for extreme sea rises, even though they have not yet appeared.

Precipitation in Southern Denmark
Annual Precipitation Jutland & Islands (DK)
1000
800

y = 0,9645x - 1193,9
~ 96 mm in 100 years

700

What interests the authorities
and farmers the most is the
intensity.

600
500

Precipitation
intensity
is
measured on several automatic
1920
1970
2020
meters
located
around
Precipitation
11 per. glid. gnsn. (Precipitation)
Denmark. The network is called
Lineær (Precipitation)
the Wastewater Committee's
Rain Meter System (SVK) and
Figure 5. Precipitation is recorded in Denmark since 1874. Precipitation intensity is measured
there are measurements from
since 1979.
1979 to today. There is now
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In Jutland and the islands, we
get approx. 100 mm more
rainfall a year than a hundred
years ago.
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171 meters. The resolution of the measurement is 1 minute. Precipitation per unit of time is called intensity.
The committee has investigated whether significant changes have occurred in the intensity and volume of
extreme rainfall events. The report concludes that there are almost as many stations with upward trends and
as are with downward trends.

Silkeborg Water
Works
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Figure 6. For 11.000 datasets – each representing a rain shower – the medium intensities are
plotted. For 40 years only 6 cloudbursts of more than 15 mm in 30 minutes are recorded.

Figure 7. The Danish Storm List records all storm by their category (1-4) since 1891. For each
year the numbers are summed as the squared roots of their category. Thus, a strong storm in
category four is counted as two storms, category 3 as 1.7 and category 2 as 1.4 storms.

Sum of Categories by the year

Storm Intensity Index, Denmark
Storms are summed as √category
14,0
12,0
10,0
8,0
6,0
4,0
2,0
0,0
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1910
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Storm Index

2010

Precipitation intensity for one
of the stations – the one in
Silkeborg – is plotted and for
this station no upward or
downward trend is found.
Only 6 cloudbursts have been
recorded for the 40 years of
operation.
Silkeborg is preparing for
extreme weather, but it has
not yet arrived.

The Danish Storms.
Inspired by The Accumulated
Cyclone Energy (ACE) index of
tropical cyclone activity the
Danish Storm List is indexed.
In the absence of max wind
speed and duration, the
storms category has been
used. By counting them as the
square root of their category,
stronger storms will come to
their right.
Since 1891 only 13 strong
storms/hurricanes category 4
(> 28,5 m/s) have been
recorded.

11 per. glid. gnsn. (Storm Index)
Lineær (Storm Index)
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In the past more than a hundred years, there is no trend towards more frequent or more severe storms.

Sunshine
The sun is shining enough to make photovoltaic plants profitable. Several plants built in 2017-18 provide each
25 MWh annually.

Sunshine, Jutland & Islands (DK)

Sunshine and temperature
appear to vary synchronously
on an annual basis - not
surprisingly.
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y = 0,6069x + 383,41
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Crop yields
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Potatoes are not only a staple
food but the basis for the
most rewarding farming in
Jutland. The potato thrives
best in a temperate climate.
Breeding
and
better
cultivation methods have
raised crop yield per hectare
and at the same time the
starch content of factory
potatoes has been raised to
19½ % in average dry starch
matter. It is not to say if the
yield is also affected by the
recent
warming
in
Greenland it does. Higher
carbon dioxide may also have
been beneficial.
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Figure 8. Sunshine and temperature appear to vary synchronously on an annual basis

Potato Yield
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Figure 9. Crop yield for industrial potatoes in Jutland. The yield jump is due to a meristem
program introduced in the 80s and a new “flush out” cultivation system.

Population figures before the
first census 1769 are very
uncertain. From the end of
the Dark Age about 650AD,
the population numbers are
estimated to have risen from
half a million to one million
during the Medieval Warm
Period, again falling during
the less fertile Little Ice Age.
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This indicates a population of one million as just sustainable by agriculture. Energy imports in the form of
feed and fertilizer from North and South America enabled population growth after 1750 - later enhanced by
the introduction of fossil fuels. By supplementing photosynthesis with present level of renewable energy the
sustainable Danish population has been doubled to about two million since 1750.

Kingdom of Denmark - Population
7.000.000

Residents of Denmark

6.000.000
5.000.000
4.000.000
3.000.000
2.000.000
1.000.000
0
1750 1775 1800 1825 1850 1875 1900 1925 1950 1975 2000 2025
Figure 10. After 10 years of constant population in the 1980s, the population began to grow
strongly in the early 90s.

Human
overpopulation
occurs when the ecological
footprint of the population
exceeds the carrying capacity
of the land. This is
traditionally related to food,
but lately also to renewable
energy. With present Danish
fertility rate of 1,71 and no
immigration the Danish
population will decline and
reach sustainability in 200
years. With a South European
fertility rate of 1,33 it will take
less than 100 years. With
present immigration the
population
will
incline
forever.

Energy
Procurement.

Weather makes heating our homes needed. Despite our high latitude, about 120 kWh of photovoltaic energy
can be produced per m2 in Jutland. It is windy and newer turbines generate on an annual basis 4.100 MWh
per installed MW ~ 47% efficiency.
The biggest shortcoming of both forms of energy is the lack of temporary storage. This need becomes
increasingly urgent as the renewable energy is expanded. Temporary chemical storage as methanol is
advantageous because it may be used for transportation as is with no need to reverse the process.
Our total energy consumption is about 780 PJ/year ~ 137 GJ/person (38.000 kWh/person). To achieve
sustainability, the production of renewable energy must triple. Just in order to keep pace with population
growth, 330 MW wind turbines corresponding to the installation of our largest offshore wind park at Krieger's
Flak every two years.
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is an intergovernmental body of the United Nations.
The IPCC does not carry out original research, nor does it monitor climate or related phenomena itself.
Rather, it assesses published literature. The IPCC is pretty well aware of the difficulty of predicting the
climate. This is stated in the Executive Summary of the Third Assessment Report (TAR): "The climate system
is a coupled non-linear chaotic system, and therefore the long-term prediction of future climate states is not
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possible". The IPCC, however, feels the challenges of understanding the Earth's system so daunting, that
these challenges simply have to be met - Exitus acta probat.

Freeman Dyson
The IPCC has the largest collection of weather data and we look at the same data as the IPCC and see the
same. We cannot look into the future, but the IPCC makes nevertheless an attempt using mathematical
models. This can – acc. to Freeman Dyson - be the reason why extreme weather is not arriving as predicted.
Freeman Dyson, born 1923 a
theoretical physicist and
mathematician,
now
a
professor
emeritus
in
Princeton. He became very
close to Niels Bohr and to
Albert Einstein - they worked
in the same building in
Princeton for many years. His
friend Syukuro Manabe - also
Princeton - was the first to
use climate models to
investigate the impact of
carbon dioxide in the
Figure 11. Freeman Dyson finds the climate too complicated for it to be modeled
atmosphere. He [S. Manabe]
always said and still says, that computer models are excellent tools for understanding climate, but very bad
tools for predicting climate. They are models only having a few of the factors in them and Freeman Dyson
finds the climate far more complicated than the models. He sees the beneficial aspects of carbon dioxide on
plant life and agriculture. He raises the question of the most desirable amount of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere and what to do the day we reach an undesirable level.
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Freeman Dyson’s issue is not with the reality of climate change or greenhouse gases as a contributing cause.
It is the extensive use of models he opposes and their absence of significant natural forcing. Many
Scandinavian researchers and thinkers share his view. Bjørn Lomborg, President of Copenhagen Consensus
Center campaigns against measures to cut carbon emissions in the short-term and argues for adaptation to
short-term temperature rises, and for spending money on research and development for longer-term
environmental solutions. March 12, 2019 the Danish geologist, prof. em. dr. Johannes Krüger, University of
Copenhagen wrote the former Danish Prime Minister, Lars Løkke Rasmussen an extensive letter concluding
“We can and should do something about the environment, but climate is controlled by nature”. The letter is
translated and published in English and Dutch. Subsequently, the letter has been translated into Norwegian
and – with slight amendments – addressed to the Norwegian Prime Minister, Erna Solberg, together with
signatures of 20 Norwegian scientists. Johannes Krüger, Ole Humlum and Henrik Svensmark are
representatives of a diverse and credible Scandinavian research environment that one must lend ear if you
want to understand global warming.
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George Olah
George Andrew Olah was
awarded a Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 1994. In 2011,
he accepted our invitation as
an honorary member of the
Danish Methanol Association.
He died at his home in Beverly
Hills on March 8 2017, but the
association still honors him
and his visions.
From
the
association's
foundation in 2011, the
introduction of methanol
Figure 12. During his career, Olah authored or co-authored 20 books and close to 1,500
economy
has been our key
scientific publications. He held 160 patents from seven countries, including four for the
transformation of natural gas into gasoline-range hydrocarbons.
issue - and in Denmark, of
course, as biomethanol.
Introduction of precisely biofuels is encouraged by the IPCC. For the benefit of our members, we try to
understand global warming and the public reaction. We see the benefits of a methanol economy regardless
of climate and for whatever reason. Half a million premature deaths in the EU is attributable to air pollution.
Methanol economy will improve air quality. Whatever, biomethanol will be an attractive solution to our
waste problems in agriculture and to the intermediate storage of our rapidly growing wind and sun power.

Summary
The Modern Warm Period has brought milder weather and more rain to the Kingdom of Denmark. The
change has been steady without more frequent or worse incidents of extreme weather. The North Atlantic
is influenced by the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) observed as far south as the Faroe Islands.
Farming has benefited from the milder weather - especially in Greenland – and maybe from a general
greening. Southern Denmark is surrounded by sea with 8750 km of coastline. Together with the sun and
wind, this determines our weather.
NB!
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J. Murray Mitchell used the term ”Global Warming” in 1961, but it is the article in Science 1975 ”Climatic Change: Are
We on the Brink of a Pronounced Global Warming?" by Wallace Broecker that gave rise to the present understanding as
an anthropogenic climate change - not to be confused with the Modern Warm Period.
1
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Understanding Global Warming 1 is an ongoing process. The present document is dated July 15, 2019.
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Addendum – Carbon Dioxide
The Carbon Dioxide Issue
Freeman Dyson raised the question of the most desirable amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and
what to do the day we reach an undesirable level.
Since measurements at Mauna Loa began in 1958, 3,9 Gt/y C has been emitted to the air rising to today 10,8
Gt/y C – an accumulated amount of 458 Gt C. In the same period, the CO2 has increased from 315 ppm to
today 415 ppm. This corresponds to an increase in total carbon in the atmosphere from 672 Gt C rising to
885 Gt C - an increase of 214 Gt C ~ 32%. The annual turnover is 220 Gt C (90 Gt C from oceans, 120 Gt C from
land and 10 Gt C from fossil fuels). Half-life of CO2-emissions is a few decades (IPCC's SAR Technical Summary
p.15, states "Within 30 years about 40-60% of the CO2 currently released to the atmosphere is removed" 2).
With 10 Gt C/y, emission and sink is supposed to be in equilibrium at 500-600 ppm CO2 in the atmosphere.

Beneficial level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
NASA has shown the greening effect of the present CO2 concentration, but at which concentration will the
beneficial effect cease? Most plants generally benefit from the “CO2 fertilization effect”, which boosts growth
and yield. For most crops the saturation point will be reached at about 1,000–1,300 ppm dependent on
species.

2

https://www.john-daly.com/dietze/cmodcalc.htm
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Figur 13 These graphs from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change show projected concentrations of CO2. In the IPCC’s most
pessimistic scenario, where the population booms, technology stagnates, and emissions keep rising, the atmosphere gets to a startling
2,000 ppm by about 2250. A Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) is a greenhouse gas concentration (not emissions) trajectory
adopted by the IPCC for its fifth Assessment Report (AR5) in 2014 . The RCP 8.5 is developed by the MESSAGE modeling team and the
IIASA Integrated Assessment Framework at the International Institute for Applies Systems Analysis (IIASA), Austria.
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Submarine crews and brewery workers are in periods exposed to 10,000 ppm CO2 or more at work.
Commission Internationale du Génie Rural (CIGR) 3 recommends max 3.000 ppm in animal houses
Recommendation for good ventilation is max. 1000 ppm. The optimal concentration for plants and humans
outdoor is not known. Acc. to IPCC worst case (RCP8.5) 1.000 ppm will be reached in 100 years from now –
this is, however, contested.

Means to control carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere.
Emissions of carbon dioxide from fossil fuels are currently about 35 Gigatons per year (1945: Only 4 Gt/y and
311 ppm CO2 in the atmosphere). Humanity can choose one or more ways to control the carbon dioxide
concentration, should it reach an undesirable level:

Land Grabbing and Plant Trees to Absorb CO2. Freeman Dyson wrote 1976 a paper titled, “Can we control
the Carbon Dioxide in the atmosphere? 4” published in the scientific journal “Energy”. He said trees would
provide the necessary short-term response. It is recently confirmed by Thomas Crowther at ETH University,
Zurich, that one billion trees will do the job - cheap and harmless.
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS). Capturing CO2 from flue gas or direct from air and storing it physically
underground or better as carbonate is possible but energy intensive.
Renewable Energy. Using solar energy as photovoltaic, heat (steam) or windpower etc. is ongoing. In
Denmark the total annual energy consumption per inhabitant is 111 GJ and 34% is renewable.

Nuclear Power. Nuclear energy now provides about 11% of the world's electricity from about 450 power

reactors. The OECD International Energy Agency and The World Nuclear Association has put forward an
ambitious
scenario
to
provide 25% by 2050.

3
4

http://cigr.org/documents/CIGR-Workinggroupreport1984.pdf
https://adamant.typepad.com/seitz/files/Dyson_Energy_1977.pdf
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Figure 1. Assuming Denmark's production of renewable energy as a realistic target for the
world as a whole, the white line indicates a realistic size of a sustainable world population
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Fertility
Rate.
Most
affordable will be closing the
gap between needs and
capability. Could the Danish
birth rate (1.75) gain ground
worldwide, sustainability will
be achieved long before CO2
concentration
becomes
undesirable. With a Southern
European fertility rate (1.35),
goals can be achieved before
the turn of the millennium –
and at the same time solve
other environmental issues.
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Carbon Pools
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Figure 2. Source: Carbon Cycling and Biosequestration Integrating Biology and Climate Through Systems Science. Report from the
March 2008 Workshop, U.S. Department of Energy.

Overall Considerations
IPCC performs excellent work and their studies and conclusions are supported by governments in all Member
States. Several scientific bodies have issued official statements endorsing the findings of the IPCC. However,
there are doubts. Doubts, because predictions are based on computer models, the predictions/projections
go unreasonably far into the future and the magnetic fields of the sun are ignored. Also, the weather in
Denmark has not become more extreme and the sea level rise in our ports is not accelerating. Warm weather
and sunshine go hand in hand. In addition, the Modern Warm Period is a good that does not make sense to
change, even if we could. On the contrary, it moves attention from significant issues that we can do
something about.

Figure 3. Proxy
temperatures must
always be taken
with a grain of salt.
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Therefore, it is great
and convincing to
see our own Egtved
Girl dressed up with
a light and airy cord
skirt for a lovely
warm summer in
1370 BC, the Minoan
Warm Period, when
she fell ill and died.
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Addendum – Sun
Freeman Dyson opposes the extensive use of computer models to simulate climate due to its chaotic nature.
Otherwise in the astronomical world, which is complex indeed, things work like a clockwork.

Milankovitch Cycles. The path of the Earth’s orbit around the sun is elliptical with an eccentricity
(obliquity) variation of about 100.000 years. The axis of the earth is tilting between 22,1 and 24,5 degrees
and back again in 41.000 years. The third of the Milankovitch Cycles is Earth's precession – the direction of
the axis shifting with a periodicity of 23,000 years.
These three cycles create alterations in the seasonality of solar radiation reaching the Earth's surface. The
orbital forcing influences Earth's climate, but other factors must be involved too. For example, the changes
in the energy Earth receives from the sun are not large enough, by themselves, to explain the observed
cooling and warming.

Zharkova Cycles. While the sun's surface temperature and radiation are quite constant, the magnetic
interior of the sun varies greatly - partly under the influence of the planets. Nicolaus Copernicus introduced
the heliocentric system, but in fact, both planets and sun rotate about their common centers of gravity
(barycenter). Prof. Valentina Zharkova 5 incorporates planetary theory into a solar activity model including
quadrupole magnetic parameters enabling the simulation of a summary curve backwards by 120 000 years
and manage to see the changes caused by the Earth axis inclination over the 40,000 years, as expected.
Furthermore, she found super-grand cycles of duration 1950 ± 95 years (polarity wise) – coinciding with the
cycles observed and published by Prof. Ole Humlum 6 2011 (Fig. 1).

Svensmarks Terrestrial Mechanism. The solar magnetic processes and the planetary interactions are
described by V. Zharkova 7 precisely, but it is Prof. Henrik Svensmark 8, who found the mechanism that
transmits the effect to the weather on Earth. The solar magnetic fields protect us to some extent from cosmic
rays. The weaker the sun, the more cosmic radiation passes through. Cosmic radiation initiates condensation
of water vapor in the atmosphere and thus formation of clouds. The weaker the sun, the more clouds are
formed causing coolness. Vice versa when the sun's magnetic fields are strong. The cosmic radiation varies
by itself during the Sun orbit around the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. This terrestrial mechanism of cloud
forming is far more powerful than the orbital changes on the irradiated solar energy.

Earth cycles. While the solar system controls the amount of sunlight that reaches us, there are cyclical
changes in the ocean currents that distribute the solar energy and create alternating regional climates occasionally disturbed by unpredictable volcanoes.

6
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https://www.nature.com/articles/srep15689 (2015)
http://danskbiomethanol.dk/papers/naturalcontributionstoholoceneclimate.pdf (2011)
7
http://nrl.northumbria.ac.uk/39526/ (2019)
8
https://www.thegwpf.org/content/uploads/2019/03/SvensmarkSolar2019-1.pdf (2019)
5
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So far back in the time we have been able to see, the climate in Denmark is determined by conditions in space
and we have not in Denmark found any signs that things have changed.
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Sunshine. In Denmark a strong link is found between sunshine and temperature. The same is seen at the
weather station in Leuchar across the North Sea at the height of Aarhus. Terrestrial sunshine records provide
an inverse proxy for cloud cover.

Sunshine hours

Two warm and one cold decade
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Sunshine, Jutland & Islands (DK)

Figure 4. Since 1920, the annual number of sunshine hours has been registered in Denmark. The decade 1930-39 was sunny with 1625
hours on average. In the post-war period, sunshine diminished to a minimum in 1978-87 with an average of 1374 hours. 2000-09 was
the sunniest period in a hundred years with an average of 1723 hours. The temperature on an annual basis has changed in pace with
the sunshine and was for the three periods respectively 8.2 oC, 7.3 oC and 9.0 oC.

The twentieth century ended in Denmark with a sudden 1.7 oC temperature rise thanks to a simultaneous
25% increase in sunshine hours - likely the major cause.

NO EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE SIGNIFICANT ANTHROPOGENIC CLIMATE CHANGE (2019)
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Intensified East Asian winter monsoon during the last geomagnetic reversal transition (2019)
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In a new study 9 Prof. Jyrki Kauppinen, University of Turku quantifies the impact of low cloud cover on the
climate. Despite criticism, it supports the idea, that it is the sun itself, which probably by a Svensmark
terrestrial mechanism determines the sunshine and thus our weather. This explanation is in line with findings
of Prof. Masayuki Hyodo, Kobe University 10.

Understanding Global Warming

Addendum - Highlights
Extreme Weather
Flooding. No accelerating sea levels were found in our ports.
The Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) indicates a stable sea level rise, without
indication of recent acceleration in any of our ports. In Port of Aarhus the sea level rise is 6,7
cm in 100 years.

Storms. Storms have not become more frequent or more powerful.
The Meteorological Institute's Storm List shows unchanged frequency and strength of storms
in Denmark. Since 1891 only 13 strong storms/hurricanes category 4 (> 28,5 m/s) have been
recorded.

Cloudbursts. No more frequent or more intense cloudbursts have been measured.
The Wastewater Committee's Rain Meter System (SVK) has now 171 meters. The one in
Silkeborg has been active since 1979. It shows no indication of more intense showers and only
6 cloudbursts have been recorded in 40 years.

Temperature.
Warming. The national average has risen 1.6 oC since 1873.
The heat has not increased steadily but shows maxima of 8.2 oC in 1930-39 and 9.0 oC in
2000-2009 separated by a minimum of 7.3 oC in 1978-1987.

Sunshine. The sun shines approx. 140 hours more than a hundred years ago.
The increase has not been smooth, but with two maxima (1625h and 1723h) and a minimum
(1374h) coinciding with fluctuations in the average temperature.
This is a strong indication that sunshine determines the weather in Denmark.

Summary
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The sunshine determines the weather in Denmark and our weather has not become more extreme.
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1. Executive summary
Methanol as motor fuel has regained interest in recent year due to its low price, easy
handling and high octane number. Methanol can nowadays be produced from biogas which
yields an extremely low Greenhouse Gas emission – easily comparable to those of electric
vehicles. According to the latest EU-Renewable Energy Directive, with biogas, it is possible
to reach even negative CO2-eqivalent emissions!
Efforts to establish large methanol factory in Denmark with connection to the Danish gas
grid are ongoing. Until that happens methanol can easily be imported from Norway. Certificate trading ensures that the methanol is based on Danish biogas.
Methanol is not yet implemented in the Danish transport sector. The current exchange
agreement between the fuel companies only allows ethanol to be added to gasoline. However, this barrier can be removed, and 3% methanol be introduced in a new A7 (A for
alcohol with 3% methanol and 4% ethanol). A7 can easily and advantageously replace E5
as the current standard gasoline.
In the long term, however, completely new fuels are required. The Danish participants in
the project "IEA-AMF Annex 56 Methanol as Motor Fuel" have therefore tested a 105 Octane
M85 fuel consisting of 85% methanol and 15% petrol. The pilot car, a Peugeot 107, got a
€ 100 flex fuel kit installed and its engine performance on 105 Octane M85 went up by 57% with all emissions kept in place.
The report finds that methanol can be introduced into the current gasoline infrastructure
with very little investment and with no loss of tax revenues. A complete distribution setup
is described in the report.
Technical or legislative barriers that need attention are also described in the report.
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2. Introduction
The Shanxi province has since 2008 had local methanol gasoline standards for M5, M15,
M85 and M100. In 2014 the consumption in China of methanol blends with gasoline grew
to 7 million tons1.
The strategy of The European Commission Climate Action is among other things to promote
the use of advanced biofuels like 2G-biomethanol. Transport represents almost a quarter
of Europe's greenhouse gas emissions and is the main cause of air pollution in cities. The
transport sector has not seen the same gradual decline in CO2-emissions as other sectors.
Within this sector, road transport is by far the biggest emitter accounting for more than 70
% of all GHG emissions from transport in 20142.
Danish Technological Institute and Danish Methanol Association3 have jointly applied for
EUDP support for this preliminary project to pave the way for the use of methanol in the
transport sector. July 2, 2018 The Danish Energy Agency announced its support for the
project.
The project is part of IEA-Advanced Motor Fuels Annex 56 “Methanol as Motor Fuel” led by
the Israeli operating agent, Technion. This report includes the Danish part and focuses on
bringing methanol to the short-term market, by overcoming distribution and application
barriers.
The report covers the following working packages:
•
•
•
•

1
2
3

WP1:
WP2:
WP3:
WP4:

Study of barriers to methanol
Engine testing with methanol high blends
Outline for a National demonstration project
Communication and dissemination effort

http://www.methanol.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/China-Methanol-Fact-Sheet-1.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/transport_en
http://danskbiomethanol.dk/profile/home.html
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3. Vehicle experiments
The purpose of the vehicle experiments was to see if a standard gasoline car would be able
to run on methanol.

Figure 1 Test vehicle equipped with measurement system

3.1.

Test setup

The test is focused on engine performance, fuel economy, emissions, noise and drivability.
First the vehicle was tested on standard E5 gasoline. The maximum engine power and
torque was measured on a chassis dyno. Then emissions and fuel consumption were measured according to World Light-duty Test Protocol (WLTP) and Real Driving Emission (RDE).
Finally, a sample of the engine oil was taken.
The vehicle was then fueled successively with methanol blended gasoline gradually raised
in ratio from 15%vol to 100%vol - M15, M25, M50, M65, M75, M85 and M100.
The test vehicle was a Peugeot 107 1.0 68hk from 2008. It has a Toyota/Daihatsu 1KR-FE
998cm3 3-cylinder spark ignition engine with a nominal output of 50 kW. The engine is
known from other vehicles such as Toyota Aygo and Citroën C1.
7
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The engine has a cable drawn intake air throttle, a variable valve timing system, knock
sensor, crank angle sensor, manifold air pressure sensor and an oxygen sensor. Compression ratio is 10.5:1 which is normal for a naturally aspirated gasoline engine.

Figure 2 Main fuel related components on the 1KR-FE engine.

For the test run Sunoco Racing Methanol has been used. The product complies with the
IMPCA METHANOL REFERENCE SPECIFICATIONS.
For the test run 15 vol% 95-octane E5 gasoline has been used. The product complies with
the CEN-standard EN228.
For the test run 1 ‰ Redline SI Alcohol has been used. SI-Alcohol is a new additive for
alcohol fuels (E85, ethanol and methanol) designed for daily use for so-called FlexiFuel or
BioPower engines as well as for Rally / Racing.
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3.2.

Engine control unit and fuel system

The fueling system is an electronically controlled multi-point port injection system with 3
injectors.
It is important to use the right type of connector. The connector type for this vehicle is
‘New Toyota’ (Type F in Figure 3).

Figure 3 Fuel rail with 3 injectors (left) - Different types of connectors (right)

To achieve full engine power and torque with M85 the volumetric fuel delivery must be
74% larger than with gasoline. The original engine control unit (ECU) will accept a certain
increase in fuel flow. However, it can result in the ECU issuing a Diagnostic Trouble Code
(DTC) which will cause a failure at the vehicle inspection. See Figure 4.
Unofficial reports from French motorists talk about more than 20 000 km of driving with
E85 on this engine. However, DTC’s are observed after 200 km.
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Figure 4 Max acceleration uphill can cause error. “P0171 System Too Lean Bank 1” and
”P0130 O2 Sensor Circuit Bank 1 Sensor1”. The errors turn on "Check Engine" light. The
diagnostic trouble codes can be cleared with an OBD2 dongle.

The initial work on the test vehicle in this project showed that the engine could run on any
blend up to M100 when the tests were conducted in a warm laboratory environment. The
power and torque outputs were normal.
However, when moving to outdoor tests the engine had difficulties starting up and the DTC
warning lamp came on after few hours of operation. Even worse, the NOx emissions increased which is attributed to the fact that the engine was running too lean for the 3-way
catalytic converter to operate properly. The 3-way catalytic converter requires almost zero
oxygen content in the exhaust gas which prohibits lean operation.
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To overcome these initial difficulties a flex-fuel conversion kit from Artline International
SARL in Lyon, France was installed on the car. See Figure 5. The kit, which is designed for
E85, works by prolonging the fuel injection pulses thus increasing the amount of fuel delivered.
Upon installation of the kit the car ran almost perfectly. The maximum power and torque
increased about 5% from standard which could be noticed when accelerating. The engine
also ran more quietly due to the absence of combustion noise. Cold starting was acceptable, however not completely perfect.

Figure 5 ETHANOL FLEX E85® Ethanol Conversion Kit. Fully Automatic Digital 3-Cylinders
E85 Ethanol Conversion Kit with Cold Start Assist. Made in France.
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3.3.

Results

In general, the car performed well on M85. In cold weather, the engine starts willingly, but
should be kept up for 30 seconds before idling.

3.3.1.

Engine power

The highest engine power was reached with M85 and the Flex Fuel Kit installed (M85C).
Table 1 Engine power and torque of Peugeot 107 with gasoline and methanol blends

Gasoline E5
M15
M25
M50
M65
M75
M85
M85C
M100

Max torque [Nm]
97.3
97.9
97.8
97.3
97.1
96.8
97.7
102.3
97.7

at RPM
3450
3650
3600
3550
3700
3650
3500
3550
3650

Max power [kW]
50.3
52.3
51.5
50.8
51.3
51.8
51.8
53.4
52.5

at RPM
5900
5900
6000
5950
6000
5950
5850
5800
5950

The power and torque curves (Figure 6 and Figure 7) revealed a slight problem with the
engine’s variable valve timing system when running om M100. The system is set to kick in
at 3500 RPM and normally this cannot be felt or seen in the curves. However, on M65, M75
and M100, the engine clearly didn’t perform right below 3500 RPM and the VVT kick-in was
noticeable.
A much smoother power delivery was found on M85. The results turned even better when
the Flex Fuel Kit was later installed (M85C).
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Figure 6 Torque curve showing VVT kick-in on M65, M75 and M100 at 3500 RPM

Figure 7 Power curve showing best overall result for M85C (Flex Fuel Kit installed)

Overall, a 5% increase in engine power and 7% increase in engine torque was reached.
This is a very satisfying result.
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3.3.2.

Fuel consumption

Comparison of the fuels were based on energy content. The difference between E5 and
M85 is in the range of ±3 % to either side. Due to the lower calorific value of M85 the
consumption is off course higher on a km/l basis. In real driving (RDE) we achieved 11.8
km/l on M85 and 19.8 km/l on E5. Measured energy consumption on dynamometer (WLTP)
and real driving (RDE) are seen in Figure 8. The benefit of M85 on the dynamometer could
not be replicated on the road, possibly due to temperature differences.

Fuel energy (LHV) MJ/km
1,75
1,70
1,65
1,60

E5
M85E5

1,55
1,50

WLTP

RDE

1,45
46

46,5

47

47,5

48

48,5

49

49,5

50

50,5

51

51,5

Average speed km/h

Figure 8 Fuel energy per distance driven is almost the same on E5 and M85

3.3.3.

Noise

It was immediately noticed by the test crew that the engine sound seemed smoother on M85. This
can be explained by the fact that methanol burns more uniformly than gasoline due to its homogeneity and high octane number.
To investigate this, without scientific equipment available, two identical cars were placed front-tofront with their engines running (Figure 9). The difference between the E5 gasoline-fueled and the
M85 car was clearly audible. Gasoline creates much more irregular combustion noise than M85.
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Figure 9 Sound test on two identical cars, one with gasoline (left) and one with E85 (right)

A video was captured which demonstrates clearly the difference in engine noise (Motorlyd benzin vs
metanol.MOV).

3.3.4.

Emissions

While running the car without the Flex Fuel Kit it was noticed that NOx emissions were too
high as mentioned in Section 3.2. This shown in the table below.
Table 2 NOx emission is reduced significantly with Flex-fuel kit

Route

Fuel

Motor

Tail pipe
CO2 g/km

c

Hn

km/h

MJ/km

CO g/km NOx g/km

RDE Aarhus M85

Standard.

118,1

0,4428

23,244

51,1

1,69

0,14

2,02

RDE Aarhus M85

Flex Fuel

118,2

0,4428

23,244

49,0

1,69

0,44

0,63

WLTP Dyno M85

Flex Fuel

108,6

0,4428

23,244

46,9

1,55

0,32

0,55

WLTP Dyno M85

Standard

106,7

0,4428

23,244

46,7

1,53

0,12

1,51

The table values correspond to the blue dots on the following diagrams (Figure 10, Figure
11 and Figure 12). The orange dots are gasoline for comparison.
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NOx g/km
3,00

WLTP

RDE

2,50

No Flex Fuel Kit
2,00

1,50

E5
M85E5

1,00

0,50

Euro 4 limit
0,00
46

46,5

47

47,5

48

48,5

49

49,5

50

50,5

51

51,5

Average speed km/h

Figure 10 The two highest NOx values are without Flex-fuel Kit

CO g/km
WLTP

2,50

RDE

2,00

1,50

E5
1,00

M85E5
Euro 4 limit

0,50

0,00
46

46,5

47

47,5

48

48,5

49

49,5

50

Average speed km/h

Figure 11 CO emissions are overall much lower with M85
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Particulates G#/km
Euro 5b limit

600,00

WLTP

500,00

RDE

400,00

300,00

E5
M85E5

200,00

100,00

0,00
46

46,5

47

47,5

48

48,5

49

49,5

50

50,5

51

51,5

Average speed km/h

Figure 12 Particle emissions with E5 and M85 are similar

Overall the emissions were quite acceptable after the Flex Fuel Kit was installed. CO decreased a lot
compared to gasoline while NOx increased a little bit. The vehicle exceeds some Euro emission limits
by a factor 2-3. However, that is perfectly normal for a 10-year-old car and even for new cars.

3.4.

Summary of vehicle performance and emissions

Real Driving Emission (RDE) was measured using mobile equipment (PEMS) under realistic
conditions. Power and torque are measured on rolling road Dyno:
Table 3 Summary of performance with M85 compared to gasoline on Peugeot 107
Fuel type
Air-Fuel Ratio
Fuel energy MJ/l
Performance
Max. power
Max. torque
MJ/km
km/l
Car efficiency
Engine efficiency
Emissions
CO2, g/km
CO, g/km
NOx, g/km
Pn, G#/km

95 Octane Petrol
14,0:1
32,2

105 Octane M85
7,6:1
18,2

68 hk
97 Nm
1,63
19,8
15%
25%

73 hk
102 Nm
1,62
11,8
15%
25%

118
1,4
0,4
234

118
0,4
0,6
259
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3.5.

Engine oil

The initial engine oil sample showed an elevated gasoline content which is the result of driving too
many short trips. After some weeks of testing with M85 the engine oil was in better shape, primarily
because the vehicle had been used more frequently and for longer trips.
There were no signs of unusual wear. The vehicle has covered 2400 km in 4 months on M85.

Figure 13 Oil samples from the test vehicle showed improvement after driving on M85

3.6.

IEA work

This report is part of IEA-Advanced Motor Fuels Annex 56, which can be found on
http://iea-amf.org.
The active contributors to the annex are Denmark, Finland, Germany, Israel, Sweden and
India. Also, China and Canada have supplied useful information.
Israel reported a successful long-term trial of M15 with Fiat vehicles. From China, where
methanol is widely used, a M85 fuel standard was received. Canada reported tests on M56
with direct injected engines in IEA-AMF Annex 54 “GDI engines and alcohol fuels”.
A collated report from AMF will be available by March 2020.
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4. Barriers to methanol
Important barriers are illustrated by the following parliamentary question and answer induced by Danish Methanol Association:
Parliamentary question 14 February 2012:
(1) Will the Commission explain why there is a limit of 3 % for methanol in fuels in the
Fuel Directive?
(2) Can the Commission also say if it is considering giving it the same treatment as ethanol
and raising the 3 % limit for methanol in fuels?
Answer 28 March 2012 given by Ms. Hedegaard on behalf of the Commission:
The methanol content of fuel is set at 3 % by the Fuel Quality Directive 98/70/EC. Its use
was addressed in the impact assessment associated with the 2009 revision of the directive.
If added in a higher percentage, methanol could have damaging effects on vehicles engines. It would also therefore have a negative effect on vehicle warranties, drivability and
durability, and have implications for the emissions of such vehicles. Furthermore, adding
methanol to petrol raises its vapor pressure which could give rise to air quality problems.
Finally, the energy content of methanol is about half that of petrol making it a less efficient
fuel additive than ethanol which has about two-thirds the energy content of petrol.
The Commission is therefore not considering revising this limit.
The following sections of the report deals with these concerns and other barriers to methanol.

4.1.

Corrosion

As mentioned in Commissioner Connie Hedegaard's reply to Parliament, methanol could
have damaging effects on vehicles engines. It would also therefore have a negative effect
on vehicle warranties, drivability and durability, and have implications for the emissions of
such vehicles.
With reference to countries where methanol is widespread as motor fuel, such as China,
and to our own investigations, shown in Chapter 3, the Commissioner's concerns seem to
be exaggerated. Additives – like E.M.SH Ng-Tech Super Heavy-Duty Anti-Corrosion & Lubricant Additive – will help keep gasoline engines at work on Methanol/Gasoline Blends.
Same with Beraid® 3555M from AkzoNobel.
Alcohol is considered very dry without lubricating properties. Therefore, a lubricant is supplied in a quantity recommended by the lubricant manufacturer.
ASTM D5797 – 17 places demand on the used gasoline blendstock and also mentions “that
unprotected aluminum and an unlined nitrile rubber dispensing hose should be avoided in
methanol fuel blend distribution and dispensing systems”. GB/T 23799-2009 – Chinese
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M85 Specification - mentions more specifically that “an effective metallic corrosion depressor and motor gasoline detergent meeting the requirements of GB 19592 should be
added".
On 2010 International Conference on Advances in Energy Engineering a test was reported
“Metal corrosion by methanol and methanol-gasoline has become a key problem for methanol as one of substitute fuels. Many kinds of metal samples were dipped in methanol and
methanol-gasoline. No obvious corrosion happened with the samples in pure methanol and
M85, but the copper sample in M15 was obviously corroded.”
Corrosion inhibitors (e.g. a combination of cyclohexyldimethylamine, xylene, and ethylbenzene) are widely used in E85.
Innospec Inc. offers as part of their corrosion inhibitors range:
•
•
•

DCI-11 for fuel alcohols and a Treat Rate (TR) equivalent to 6-12 mg/l in finished fuels – typical 9 mg/l.
DCI-11 Plus for alcohol fuel blends with TR of 30-86 mg/l blend. Both are registered by EPA as gasoline additives.
Biostable E85 G-Plus – an all in one - containing a lubricant and a TR of 350
mg/l. The product is not registered by EPA, literature is scarce, and the lubricant
may be overkill in our Recipe.

Eco-Energy, LLC and Gevo Inc. specify TR min 10 PTB DCi-11 Plus; LINCOLNWAY ENERGY, LLC, NORTH PIPELINE and Magellan Midstream Partners specify min. 6 PTB DCi11 Plus. 1 PTB (Pounds per thousand Barrels) =2.853 mg/l. A few mention as alternative vendors: Ashland, G E Betz, Midcontinental, Nalco, Petrolite, and US Water Services.
The answer to this problem is that long-term demonstration is needed to convince Europeans that methanol is not harmful to engines. As for warranties this is handled in Chapter
8 of this report.

4.2.

Vapor pressure

As mentioned in Commissioner Connie Hedegaard's reply to Parliament, vapor pressure is
a serious objection.
A minimum vapor pressure is required to ensure good cold starting and drivability. A maximum vapor pressure is required to control the evaporative emissions from the vehicle.
Therefore, requirements contain both a high and a low threshold.
The vapor pressure of gasoline shall comply with the European Standard EN228. This
standard has several ranges for vapor pressure depending on the climate in which the
gasoline is used. The exchange agreement in Denmark specifies the following ranges for
blended E5:
•
•
•

Summer
Spring/fall
Winter

45-70 kPa
45-95 kPa
65-95 kPa
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For Danish raw gasoline, known as BOB (Blendstock for Oxygenate Blending) without ethanol, the ranges are:
•
•
•

Summer
Spring/Fall
Winter

40-63 kPa
40-88 kPa
60-88 kPa

For Chinese and Israeli standards, see section 9.4.
The raw gasoline, BOB, is designed such that when blended with 5% ethanol the vapor
pressure matches the requirements of E5. Thus, ethanol increases the vapor pressure.
Methanol lowers the vapor pressure when added in percentages above 82%. This means
that M85 will have a lower vapor pressure than the base gasoline.
Should a higher vapor pressure be required then a blend between 70-82% methanol will
ensure that.
At 82% methanol the vapor pressure is equal to the base gasoline. See Figure 14.
Unblended methanol M100 has a vapor pressure of only 32 kPa. This is much too low for
use in the winter and even too low for Danish summer. This fuel is therefore not desirable
for vehicles with indirect injection (port injection). Vehicles with direct injection are on the
market but have not yet been tested in this project.

RVP of Methanol Blends with Gasoline (62 kPa)
100
90
80

Reid kPa
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60
50
40
30
20
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0
0
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70

75

80

85
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95 100

Methanol %
Methanol blends M0-M100
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Summer High

Winther Low

Winther High

M85

Figure 14. Combined data for vapor pressure of methanol-gasoline blends. Data Source
Methanol Institute for M0-M15; ASTM D5797-17 for M51-M85. Interval between M15 and
M51 is unknown.
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ASTM D5797-17 tells the relationship between vapor pressure in a base gasoline, BOB,
and the corresponding M85 blend.
y = 0,4357x + 4,0834, where
•
•
•

y=Vapor pressure [psi] of M85
x=Vapor pressure [psi] of BOB.
1 kPa = 0.145037738 psi.

This is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 Resulting vapor pressure in M85 as function of the raw gasoline.

The Methanol Institute has produced a bulletin on Methanol Gasoline Blends. Methanol has
azeotropic effects with the vapor pressure of gasoline. Methanol itself has a low Reid Vapor
Pressure (RVP) but RVP increases in blends – most of the increase, however, takes place
in blends of up to 3 vol% volume methanol. Refineries may remove some butane as a
compensation. The vapor pressure is lowered when lowering the butane content of the
BOB.
In conclusion vapor pressure is not a problem for high blends of methanol. For low blends
it can easily be handled by adjusting the BOB at the refinery. A blend of 82% methanol
M82 will result in a neutral vapor pressure. M85 will be good for summer and M70 will
probably be perfect for winter in Denmark.
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4.3.

Energy content

As mentioned in Commissioner Connie Hedegaard's reply to Parliament, methanol has a
low heating value - it is 16 MJ/l versus 21 and 32 for ethanol and gasoline respectively.
This will affect the driving range of the vehicle, but it can be compensated with more
frequent fueling or a larger tank. After all, a larger fuel tank is much cheaper than a larger
battery. Furthermore, methanol has an octane rating around 110 - so much higher than
gasoline that boost, compression and timing advancement can be increased. This will benefit fuel economy. Due to the high heat of vaporization methanol cools down the intake air
and the low air temperature produces more horsepower and torque, so that smaller engines can be used. The potential of high-compression methanol engines was documented
by Chinese researchers in 20134.
30-40% higher mileage calculated on energy content has been reported by the US EPA5 –
when standard and high compression engines (alcohol engine vs. gasoline engine) are
compared. By raising compression ratios in methanol engines from 8.8 to 11.4, FORD engineers in 1981 were able to get about two-thirds as much energy per liter from methanol
engines as from gasoline engines6.
American aerospace engineer Robert Zubrin7 wrote this in 2011:
… First, I ran the car on 100 percent methanol. This required replacing the fuel-pump seal
made of Viton, which is not methanol compatible, with one made of Buna-N, which is. The
new part cost 41 cents, retail. In order to take proper advantage of methanol’s very highoctane rating (about 109), I advanced the timing appropriately. This dramatically improved
the motor efficiency and allowed the ordinarily sedate sedan to perform with a significantly
sportier spirit. As measured on the dyno, horsepower increased 10 percent. With these
modifications complete, I took my Cobalt out for a road test. The result: 24.6 miles per
gallon.
When I first made the bet, many commentators thought that I would aim for high-efficiency
performance with high-octane fuel by increasing the compression ratio of the engine (which
is how race-car drivers using methanol have done it for the past half-century). However,
with modern cars using electronic fuel injection, this is unnecessary. Instead, the necessary
changes to the engine can be made simply by adjusting the Engine Control Unit software.
Thus, except for switching the fuel-pump seal as noted above, no physical changes to the
car were required.
The mileage reported by Mr. Zubrin as Miles/gal recalculated to Miles/MJ shows 15% better
energy mileage on M60 and 23% better energy mileage on M100.

4

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0196890413003725
An Alcohol Engine will produce 30-40% greater fuel efficiency than a gasoline engine http://www.americanenergyindependence.com/efficiency.aspx
5

6

METHANOL WINS FORD COMPETITION https://trid.trb.org/view/174467

7

Methanol Wins https://www.nationalreview.com/2011/12/methanol-wins-robert-zubrin/
Incl. Table: http://danskbiomethanol.dk/papers/Methanol%20Wins.pdf
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Table 4 Data reported by Robert Zubrin shows great improvement over E10 gasoline

Miles per gallon as reported
Miles per MJ - recalculated

M100
24,6
0,41

M60
32,3
0,38

E10
36,3
0,33

The present study did however not achieve higher energy mileage on M85. The effect of
methanol on fuel economy are further described in Section 3.3.2.

4.4.

Vehicle approvals

Vehicle manufacturers in the EU restrict fuel use to a maximum of 3% methanol, although
the same car models are sometimes exported to China without such restrictions. Dedicated
Flex Fuel Vehicles are no longer offered on the European market.
The Danish Road Safety Agency (Færdselsstyrelsen) does not currently permit the adaptation of cars to methanol. Only factory adapted FFVs are allowed.
To promote the methanol market the Agency should be allowed to authorize workshops to
customize regular car for methanol high blends according to ASTM D5797 - 07 Standard
Specification for Fuel Methanol (M70-M85) for Automotive Spark-ignition Engines for cars
that are adapted to M85 by the car manufacturer as FFV or by an approved workshop.
One EU member country, France, has already approved the use of Flex Fuel Kits. On Friday
15th December 2018, the French Ministry for Environment and Energy published the bylaw
(NOR: TRER1734649A) setting forth the terms to approve Superethanol-E85 conversion
systems for petrol-powered vehicles to also use Superethanol-E85. Being subject to less
taxation because of its environmental edge, Superethanol-E85 is the cheapest fuel on the
French market. This has brought plug and play Flex Fuel Kits on the market. They can be
installed by laymen in a matter of minutes virtually without the need for tools. For example,
ETHANOL FLEX E85® Ethanol Conversion Kit reportedly allows any gasoline vehicle to run
either on Ethanol E85 (also known as Bioethanol) or unleaded petrol 95/98 and save up to
40% of your fuel budget on every tank fill in France.
Such kits have been on the US market for some years - for example, Flex Fuel U.S., original
manufactured by Chrysler and approved 2006 by EPA for certain cars. In Sweden, BSR
Svenska AB has obtained approval of their kit (SAAB only). The same for StepOne Tech
Ltd. in Finland. In France, we find the FlexFuel Company with their DriveCleanBox, Ethanol
Flex - E85 Ethanol Conversion Kits from Artline International SARL and now quite a few
others. The general working principle is shown in Figure 16.
The kit is an electronical device (piggyback device) to plug in between the injector wires
and the injectors. It will expand the injector pulse widths by approximately 30% and it will
have the possibility of both running on gasoline and M85. It also adds cold start ability.
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Advantages:
•
•
•

Very low cost
Easy to install and use
Has the capability of both gasoline, E85 and M85

Figure 16 The eFlexFuel working principle illustrates the application of a Flex Fuel Sensor
as well as an exterior thermometer. Some kits are simplified by omitting the Flex Fuel
Sensor.

These kits vary slightly in simplicity with varying installation from a few minutes to a couple
of hours. Bosch offers a supplementary Flexstart, a complete Fuel Rail System with preheating to improve cold start in frosty weather. Bosch claims their systems are mediaresistant for ethanol and methanol applications.
The simplest Flex fuel kit installs as a plug and play device in the vehicles fuel Injection
system, by means of rerouting the signal from the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) to the fuel
injectors. Takes less than 25 minutes to install. There are no wires to cut or solder. They
offer cold starting assistance technology with built in temperature sensor. After installation
vehicle will become a Flex Fuel vehicle able to run high alcohol blends and regular gasoline
and any blends.
A Fully Automatic Digital 3-Cylinders E85 Ethanol Conversion Kit with Cold Start Assistance
Kit “Ethanol E85 3-Cylinders” at 189 € is installed in our test car (see section 3 Vehicle
experiments). The kit from Artline International SARL has an integrated cold-start system
with an internal temperature sensor, capable of starting the engine in very low temperatures.
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4.5.

Biofuel legislation

In Europe the fuel suppliers are obligated to add 5.75% biofuel measured as energy content. If this is to be fulfilled for gasoline alone it must contain approx. 7%vol ethanol or
approx. 11%vol methanol. Both options are, however, in excess of the allowed mixing rate
according to EN228, so basically, it’s not an option.
European Standards for gasoline (EN 228) and diesel (EN 590) as well as the Fuel Quality
Directive (FQD) limits the use of methanol to a maximum of 3 vol%. Gasoline blends with
less than 70 vol% gasoline are not covered by the Fuel Quality Directive (FQD) meaning
that M30 and higher blends are allowed. Therefore, focus needs to be blends with less than
3% or higher than 30% methanol.
There are currently two certification systems for bioenergy. Energinet.dk issues green certificates. These certificates are not recognized by the EU, which only recognizes certificates
(Proof of Sustainability) under the Renewable Energy Directive (RED). It drives the price
of bio methanol unreasonably.
To promote the methanol market Energinet.dk should meet EU requirements so that the
market is aligned with one certification system only.
Rules for transport in the gas and electricity networks, respectively, are significantly different.
Certified biomethane from waste and residues injected into the grid may be withdrawn as
a corresponding amount of natural gas anywhere at no cost and the methanol will be recognized as second generation fuel.
Wind power cannot be “moved” in a similar way and methanol from electricity is not recognized as advanced bio fuel. This is a significant trade barrier preventing use of wind
power as “liquid electricity” for transportation.

4.6.

Competition from ethanol

Significant research means have been spent on lignocellulosic ethanol in Denmark and for
years ethanol was the fuel of choice for researchers in Denmark.
Oxygen bearing liquids (oxygenates) are often added to gasoline to enhance octane rating
and for a more complete combustion. Ethanol is the leading oxygenate added to gasoline
in most countries. In Denmark, oil companies have agreed to use only ethanol as an oxygenate. This is partly to avoid the use of MTBE, which is harmful to ground water. Furthermore, national exchange agreements on fuels require a uniform product specification.
These agreements are, however, also a barrier for the use of methanol for transportation
in Denmark.
The prevalent mixture today is E5, which has a bio content of 3.35% energy. This blend is
in line with EN228.
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One could increase the bio content by adding bio methanol together with ethanol. The limit
for methanol is 3%vol and furthermore, the oxygen content may not exceed 3.7%m.
This exact limit is reached with 3%vol methanol and 4%vol ethanol. This blend has a bio
content of 5,6% energy. The blend can be obtained by adding 3%vol methanol to the existing E5 gasoline. However, the vapor pressure would probably go too high for summer
operation as shown in Figure 14.
An alternate route is to increase ethanol content to 10%vol. This gives a bio energy content
of 6.8% which is more than the methanol blend. Also, the oxygen content is just below
3.7%m. The vapor pressure would not increase.
Due to these regulations it may seem easier for fuel companies to go for added ethanol
content rather than adding methanol.
However upcoming regulations might change this. From January 1, 2020, Danish law enforces the EU RED II directive which will change the biofuel obligation to include at least
0.9 energy% advanced biofuel in transport fuel. Since advanced methanol is cheaper than
advanced ethanol, this law may bring bio methanol into play.
Ethanol absorbs water and gets corrosive to pipelines and should therefore preferably be
mixed at local terminals. Gasoline refilling stations have fiberglass and corrosive-resistant
plastics and road tankers are protected likewise. The refineries therefore also offer a Blend
stock for Oxygenate Blending (BOB) which does not contain ethanol.
To open the market for low-blend methanol it would be beneficial to have the Danish BOB
adjusted so that it, in terms of vapor pressure etc., accommodates low-blends with up to
3 vol% methanol.

4.7.

Wind energy subsidies

The wind industry could potentially benefit from the methanol market if methanol is produced as an electro fuel (see section 9.2).
However, the business case for methanization and conversion of the energy and carbon
dioxide to methanol is weak because the power is subsidized and thus cannot be acquired
profitably. This prevents the use of Danish wind power for use as a methanol feedstock.
To benefit the methanol market RED-Certified wind energy should be supplied to the electric grid and taken out anywhere for any purpose with a certified documentary track, which
is used today for biogas. This path is not allowed today.
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5. Blending, storage and handling
Fuel logistics involves large investments in port-, dispensing and blending facilities etc.
However, proper storages for methanol already exist in Denmark (Figure 17). Some fuel
stations will need a protective coating inside the storage tanks, but this can be done in
connection with a planned 5-year inspection at an estimated cost between EUR 1,1002,700 per station.

Figure 17 One of two Methanol tanks – each 2.500 m3 - owned by Nordalim A/S, Port of
Aarhus. The tanks are ISCC certified as warehouse for bio methanol traded by New Fuel
A/S.

The gasoline blendstock is a liquid hydrocarbon component suitable for use in spark-ignition engine fuels such as conventional gasoline blendstock for oxygenated blending
(CBOB), and reformulated gasoline blendstock for oxygenate blending (RBOB).
When gasoline is added the usual 5%vol bioethanol, the blend is sensitive to moisture and
must therefore be stored and transported in dry environments. This is the reason why
some fuel companies choose to do the blending themselves close to the end user, to avoid
moisture problems. The readymade E5 bland can also be taken directly from the refinery,
but it will need protection from moist onwards from there.
Methanol blends are much more stable in that sense.
Methanol is toxic like most other fuels. Both bitterant and odorant is therefore added to
M100 fuel methanol as a precaution. The M85 blend, however, is denatured by the gasoline
so it cannot be ingested by mistake.
The Methanol Institute has created the Methanol Safe Handling Manual 8 to address both
common and technical questions related to methanol handling, storage and transport.

8

http://www.methanol.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Safe-Handling-Manual.pdf
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Methanol can be used in different blends together with gasoline. The most promising blends
are A7, M15, M56, M85 and M100. These are described below.

5.1.

A7 vs E5

Danish gasoline usually contains 5 vol% ethanol. It is not enough to meet the requirement
of 5.75% calculated as energy. However, a blend with 3 vol% 2G-biomethanol and 4 vol%
1G-bioethanol satisfies the requirement of 5.75 energy%, because 2G-biomethanol counts
twice. The ethanol also acts as cosolvent.
M3E4 or catchier A7 (A for Alcohol) complies with EN 228 for gasoline and no test is required on the vehicle.
Except for a minor adaptation of an existing storage tank to methanol, the infrastructure
is completely in place all the way from refinery to our service stations and our gasoline
cars.
Commence sales of A7 replacing the current E5 gasoline can begin right away. The methanol may be added at the refinery and the ethanol by the oil company or both can be added
by the oil company by using a pre-mixed blend of methanol and ethanol with a ratio of 3:4
vol%.
The refinery would need to adjust vapor pressure by removing butane from the BOB.

5.2.

M15

M15, a mixture of 15%vol methanol and 85%vol gasoline, is popular because modern cars
can usually run it without engine changes. In China, M15 is the largest utilization of methanol and Israel has recently concluded promising M15 tests.
In long term, long distance trials a modern European gasoline engine ran seamlessly on
M15 without any increase in emissions. This was shown on a Fiat 500 MTA FIRE 1.2 8V
Euro 6 with stop-start system (shown in Figure 18).
The trials also revealed that the car could run on gasoline with up to 20%vol methanol.
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Figure 18 The production ready Fiat 500M15 - November 2016

Sadly, M15 is not allowed in the EU. Only fuels with less than 3 vol% and more than 30
vol% methanol are allowed.

5.3.

M56

Flex-fuel vehicles, which have been widely used in Sweden, are designed to run on 85%vol
ethanol (E85). E85 in flex fuel vehicles is a well proven solution. For these vehicles a natural
starting point would be M56, M85 or M100.
The equivalent methanol blend which gives the same air-to-fuel ratio as E85, is M56. This
blend is presently undergoing tests by IEA-AMF Annex 54 ”GDI Engines and Alcohol Fuels”.
An earlier study from the university of Luleå showed that current E85-cars run just fine on
M56. M56 has a bio energy percentage of 38.4%.
Original flex-fuel vehicles are no longer produced in Europe but can be bought second hand
in Germany or Sweden. E.g. 2014 VW Golf VII 1,4 TSI MultiFuel BMT, shown in Figure 19.
(more are available on https://bilweb.se/sok/bensin-etanol).
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Figure 19 The legacy VW Golf Multifuel – winner of 2016 MAAF Auto Environmental Award

Original fuel injectors adapted to E85/M56 are available for certain car models, e.g. Ford
F-150, which however is not usual on the European market.
For M56 the vapor pressure would be rather high. Good for winter but not for summer in
Denmark.

5.4.

M85

Dedicated M85 vehicles are not available on the market today. Instead, a vision of an M85
car is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 Vision of a M85 vehicle

M85 has a bio energy percentage of 73.5%. There is no increase in vapor pressure compared to base gasoline.
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High blends require adaptation of the engine and since this adaptation does not cost more
at a higher content of methanol, the M85 appears to be an obvious choice. There is an
ASTM standard that does not give rise to cold weather problems and which has an excellent
driving economy. The ASTM D5797-17, Standard Specification for Methanol Fuel Blends
(M51–M85) for Methanol-Capable Automotive Spark-Ignition Engines is adopted as Danish
Standard (DS). The standard allows vehicles to achieve cold-start and improve the visibility
of methanol flames.
It is a goal to have the ASTM definition further reviewed, tested and recognized in Denmark.
GB/T 23799-2009 Methanol Gasoline (M85) for Motor Vehicles is a national standard of the
People´s Republic of China. The Chinese standard is close to the previous ASTM D57972007 with few deviations. Among other things, a note is added: "effective metallic corrosion depressor and motor gasoline detergent meeting the requirements of GB 19592 shall
be added".
In order to use M85 a gasoline engine must give a 70% higher injected fuel amount per
engine revolution. It might therefore be convenient to begin with a E85 compliant vehicle,
which has larger injectors as standard. However, ordinary gasoline cars can also be fixed
to run on M85.
It is quite probable that many car models can be programmed through the OBD-connector,
also known as ECU flashing. Swiss company Flashtec SA offers this kind of services. They
did however not respond to our enquiries.
Complete engine control units from VEMS, Megasquirt, AEM, ECU Master etc. can be bought
from Danish company QualiTec in Ringkøbing. They can be configured in various ways.
QualiTec offered to do the complete conversion at a reasonable fee.
This study points to all legal forms of modification, including authorized ECU flashing, provided the acceptance of Danish road authorities (see section 8).

5.5.

M100

It is also possible to run on neat methanol M100, but this can result in cold-starting issues
because the vapor pressure is much too low for Danish winter. It may be that cold-starting
issues are eliminated on newer vehicles with direct fuel injection but is remains to be verified. A new factory-built methanol car is available from Chinese manufacturer Geely. It’s
called Emgrand M100 EC7 1,8 127hp. This model runs now in a trial fleet of six car on
Iceland. Geely Emgrand M100 EC7 uses gasoline at cold-start to avoid problems.
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Figure 21 Geely Emgrand 7 with and engine for 100% methanol

Due to the cold-starting issues and the need for a denaturant/odorant M100 is not seen as
favorable.

5.6.

Use of cosolvents

During the 1980s and through much of the 1990s, most gasoline in Western Europe contained a small percent of methanol, usually 2-3%, along with a cosolvent alcohol. Ethanol
will work as a cosolvent with an optimal methanol-to-ethanol ratio of 3:4 vol%.
Cosolvent alcohols like ethanol, propanol or butanol are normally added to methanol blends
to provide water tolerance or phase stability in colder areas. With water tolerance and
corrosion inhibitor protection, methanol gasoline blends have safely been shipped just like
gasoline. Cosolvent alcohols also provide reduction in the vapor pressure in methanol
blends.
For high methanol content fuels such as M85, phase separation is not a problem because
of the large capacity of methanol to absorb water9. Thus, M85 does not need a cosolvent.

9

Use of Methanol as a Transportation Fuel, Methanol Institute, Nov. 2007
http://www.methanol.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Methanol-Use-in-Transportation.pdf
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6. Stakeholders
Part of this project is to identify major stakeholders in the Danish region. As stakeholder
we define someone with a positive interest in methanol fuels.
The stakeholders can be mapped in the following categories.

6.1.

Methanol producers

Worldwide, there are over 90 methanol producers with a combined annual production capacity of about 110 Megatons per year. This methanol is almost entirely fossil based.
For bio-methanol, agriculture is a key player because this is where solar energy is naturally
captured. Livestock farming can convert some of this energy into food products. The rest
is bound in waste such as straw and manure. This is the part that the EU Commission
allows for use in advanced (2nd generation) biofuels.
Biogas producers are the next link in the chain. They are spread throughout the country,
thus reducing road transport of biomass. They are represented by “FORENINGEN BIOGASBRANCHEN”.
The actual factories that can convert methane to methanol are a necessary link in the
chain. For example, New Fuel A/S is ISCC EU approved as a methanol producer and uses
Statoil's plant at Tjeldbergodden in Norway for this purpose. This plant has a capacity close
to one million tons methanol a year. Methanol is dispatched from the factory at Tjeldbergodden to Warehouse in Port of Aarhus.
A plan for a 1,000 ton per day bio-methanol factory in Aarhus exists and is currently seeking co-investors. The placement of the factory is shown on the map in Figure 22.
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Figure 22 Location for a 1 kton/day methanol plant in Aarhus

6.2.

Refineries.

Refineries play an important role because the vapor pressure and other quality parameters
of the gasoline blend needs to be controlled. This is done easily by reducing the content of
butane in the raw gasoline. However, it can only be done at the refinery. Denmark currently
has refineries in Fredericia and Kalundborg located perfectly for in-shipping of methanol.
Danish Fuels Industry Association (Drivkraft Danmark) is an independent business association for the Danish petroleum & gas companies representing a major part of the Danish
petroleum & gas retailers as well as the refineries.

6.3.

Traders, shippers and retailers

Gas traders are usually also shippers approved for gas transport by energinet.dk. There is
a list of Biomethane Certificates Account Holders available at https://energinet.dk/Gas/Biogas/Liste-over-kontoindehavere. Some biogas becomes RED-certified and thus useful to
produce RED-certified biomethanol. This amount is increasing.
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New Fuel A/S shipped the very first shipload of bio methanol made of Danish biogas on
August 23, 2018 (see Figure 23).

Figure 23 Bomar Quest en route from Tjeldbergodden to Port of Aarhus with methanol.

6.4.

Car owners

Car owners may be looking for alternatives to electric vehicles due to the cost of purchasing, lack of appropriate charging space or because they need towing capacity for e.g. a
caravan. Methanol offers the convenience of a liquid fuel, improved engine torque and less
combustion noise compared to gasoline.
The automotive industry seems to have little interest in renewable fuels. Therefore, new
flex fuel compliant cars are hard to find. When converting existing vehicles, it would most
likely mean that the original warranty is void. Thus, it would be advisable to draw up an
insurance policy for the vehicles against technical break down related to the fuel. This
approach was used successfully in a former project ‘Biodiesel Danmark’ and can be done
similarly with M85.
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7. Nationwide distribution plan
The authors of this report have suggested a complete path for methanol fuel in Denmark
(Figure 24). The main feedstock for the methanol will be Danish Biogas.
Danish biogas is produced and purified locally and injected into the European gas grid as
biomethane. Certificates are then transferred to a methanol factory, also connected to the
European gas grid, and the methanol is returned to Denmark by ship. This part of the
process is already in place.
Methanol shipments are currently coming from Tjelbergodden in Norway via Aarhus Port
but should in the future be landed directly at the Shell Marine Terminal in Fredericia, which
is connected by pipelines to the refinery. The refinery will then handle the blending and
final quality assurance. The eastern part of the country can be serviced through the refinery
in Kalundborg.
The complete distribution chain is seen below.

Figure 24 Nationwide distribution plan for M85

Smaller oil companies do not currently have storage suitable for methanol and should
therefore leave this to refineries. Unlike ethanol that is too corrosive to mix at the refinery
and therefore must be blended with gasoline immediately before being shipped to filling
stations, mixing with gasoline at the refinery is a good option for methanol. This may of
course change in the very long term, when gasoline is no longer used.
The main product shall be M85, which is adjusted between 70 and 85% methanol to account for seasonal changes in Denmark, according Figure 14. The reasons for choosing
M85 is covered in section 5.4.
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A7 may be produced in parallel using ethanol-methanol blended at the refineries or imported ready to use. Ready to use 4:3 alcohol blends may replace the ethanol used in E5
today.
For local distribution of methanol or methanol blends there are two possible strategies. The
preferred one is to use the existing 92-octane infrastructure so that the refinery simply
delivers a methanol blend instead of the previous 92-octane gasoline. The blend is then
transported with road tankers as it is done today. The changes would be minimal apart
from sealings made of flouro-elastomers or polyurethane, which will have to be replaced.
Another strategy is to introduce blender pumps, which blend the methanol and gasoline in
any ratio. This enables both A7, M30, M85 and M100 at the same dispenser (Figure 25). It
should be left to the local gas companies to decide whether they want readymade blends
or use blender pumps.

Figure 25 Vision of an alternative fuel dispenser
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8. Outline for a national demonstration project
Part of this project 2018-2019 was to identify topics for a larger demonstration project in
2019-2022. Based on the identified stakeholders, technologies and barriers, a national
demo project is outlined. Inspiration is taken from past successful projects such as Biodiesel Danmark and B5NEXT which have had real impact on the national fuel strategy.

Figure 26: Outline of the 2010 national biodiesel project (SAE 2010-01-0474)

With the well-proven test of a M85 test car, the pilot project needs to plan a fleet trial for
the coming year. Also, for M85, the infrastructure is more or less in place. A fleet trial,
however, will identify any shortcomings and how to remedy. The trial will show people and
not least the government that we have enough renewable energy from wind and biomass
to produce methanol for transport – if only the barriers are removed.
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At one and the same time a maximum number of car brands are tested, and their numbers
are set to minimize measurement uncertainties. These numbers are determined by statistical assessment of previous trials. The scope is narrowed as required by financial resources. A long-term fleet trial is preferably conducted with over 100 cars and for at least
one year.
Since the 92-octane gasoline was removed from the market in Denmark, there are extra
pumps available. A setup as shown in Figure 27 can be used for M85 – possibly using
currently vacant 92-octane petrol pumps.

Figure 27 A refueling pump for Propel Fuels alongside traditional gasoline pumps in Citrus
Heights, California.

8.1.

Organization

FDM and oil companies are supposed to assist identifying interested participants. Applications are also made to municipalities and companies that previously have shown green
initiatives.
Non-FFVs are fitted with a Flex Fuel Kit, which will be removed after the end of the test.
The kit used in the test car was purchased in France. Other kits are tested including a
Chinese kit specifically designed for methanol.
Car manufacturers are requested to assist in specifying the cars that can use the 105
octane M85 with the least possible changes and which may advantageously install a Flex
Fuel Kit.
An engine examination is performed before and after testing. Bell Add is offering such
service. One Dyno metering for each car on E5 and M85 is part of the examination. DTI
cooperates with workshops with equipment and interest in following and documenting the
test.
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For each participant, insurance against machine damage attributable to the fuel is written.
Oil companies are requested to provide a smaller number of pumps for M85 – possibly by
changing some 92 octane pumps to 105 octane M85. NPS A/S. Nordic Petrol Systems
estimates a cost of DKK 20,000 per tank for cleaning and conversion of existing ground
tank and pump as well as an approx. DKK 10,000 for reprograming, so it is only can be
used by participants.
Malte Fuel & Wash, Sweden offers a mobile tank station with 5 m3 tank, dispenser and a
Codab registration system with online registration. The installation cost is approx. 450,000
per piece exclusive VAT.
In workplaces 330 l portable tanks with 12-volt pumps and dispenser can provide additional
access for refueling. 50-100 l portable trolleys provide convenient loading on construction
sites.
Mixing and distribution is left to the refinery as the immediate best solution. Alternatively,
mixing can take place in the road tanker serving the filling stations
There are very few Real Driving Emission (RDE) measurements of vehicles and their efficiency - including electric cars. Inspired by the so-called Diesel Gate Scam, a standard test
under real-life conditions has been developed. Therefore, an RDE measurement of comparable cars on electricity and M85 is performed - for example a VW UP in electric and M85
version. This will give the government a qualified basis for environmental policy in this
area. Results from the trial fleet will contribute further to this decision basis.

8.2.

Tentative budget

A Fleet trial with 100 cars a 25.000 km a year ~ 2½ million km will require 31.800 l E5
gasoline and 1.2 GWh biogas for making biomethanol (212.000 l).
Table 5 Indicative budget for at large fleet trial in Denmark (1 kr. = 0.13 EUR)

Fuel on-cost 2 kr. per liter gasoline equivalent
Mechanical insurance for 100 vehicles, 30 months
Technical examinations and oil probes
Vehicle conversions
Dyno tests
RDE tests
Storage & blending facilities at refinery
Gasoline pump conversions
Hosting an IEA meeting
Travel cost
Administration and reporting
Total project expenses

kr. 250,000
kr. 360,000
kr. 300,000
kr. 350,000
kr. 150,000
kr. 650,000
kr. 500,000
kr. 300,000
kr. 80,000
kr. 200,000
kr. 1,500,000
kr. 4,640,000
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9. Methanol Handbook
This chapter provides information on production, GHG balances, cost and taxation of methanol fuels. It also contains reference to methanol fuel standards and information on electric
cars for comparison.

9.1.

Raw material and potential quantities

Methanol is made from a wide range of feedstocks. In Denmark it is practical to produce
methanol from biogas and wind energy (Figure 28).
Denmark’s biogas potential is substantial due to the large stock of farm animals, about 14
million cattle and hogs.

Figure 28: Two sustainable feedstocks for bio methanol are biogas and wind power

Until 2014, biogas was mainly used in gas engines for electricity and heat. This form of
utilization, however, is stagnating and the gas is instead upgraded to biomethane that can
be injected into the gas grid. According to the European Biogas Association and the EU
Commission, biogas plants that upgrade to biomethane for injection into the grid will grow
15x between 2015-2030. This forecast growth is driven by a new EU directive (RED II),
that will require minimum renewable sources in the heating and cooling markets and limit
the use of energy crops for production of biofuels and favour the use of waste-derived
biofuels in the transport sector. As a result, the next phase of market growth will favour
plants using waste as a feedstock, producing biogas direct to grid.
This trend is shown in Figure 29.
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Green Gas Denmark has estimated that the Danish Gas grid could be running entirely on
green gas by 2038. By then the capacity for biogas should be about 72 PJ/year. Figure 29
illustrates this by the crossing of the line “DK total gas consumption” with the area “Biogas
potential”.

Figure 29 Biogas potential and growth rates based on collated information from Green Gas
Denmark, Danish Energy Agency, European Commission.

This estimate agrees with "Biogas in Denmark - Status, Barriers and Perspectives" prepared by the Danish Energy Agency February 2014. It states that the maximum technical
biogas potential based on Danish biomass resources can be estimated between 44 and 78
PJ depending on the time perspective and the amount of energy crops. In Figure 29 the
interval between high (78 PJ) and low (44 PJ) scenario is marked as the green area.
The Danish Biogas Taskforce has for the analysis of the use of biogas in the future energy
system used a slightly more conservative biogas potential of 48.6 PJ. This is within the
green area in Figure 29.
For illustration the European biomethane trend is included as a dotted line in Figure 29. It
is based on a prediction from European Biogas Association and the European Commission,
that EU biomethane production will grow 15 times from 2015 to 2030. Applying this trend
to the Danish 2015 production sees an even higher increase than any other estimates.
Thus, EU is very optimistic about biogas potential.
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Assuming the potential in Denmark is 48.6 PJ and 9.6 PJ is used for other purposes, there
is 39 PJ biogas available for methanol production. This yields 30 PJ of methanol plus some
useful heat.
On top of this, there is an additional potential of methanized wind energy. Statistics Denmark reported a production of 13,000 GWh wind energy in 2014 ~ 47 PJ wind energy,
enough for 28 PJ methanol.
Denmark has about 1.64 million gasoline cars consuming a total of 1.8 million m3 petrol
per year, corresponding to 58 PJ.
One car thus consumes approximately 10,000 kWh per year. One PJ fuels about 28 000
cars for one year.
The Danish biogas-methanol potential thus corresponds to 0.8 million cars. Wind power
adds potentially another 0.8 million cars. The estimates are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6 Potential number of cars to be fueled by methanol from renewable sources

Estimate

PJ wind PJ biogas PJ methanol MWh methanol Number of methanol cars

Available bio methane

39.0

Available wind

47.0

Wind and biogas combined

47.0

39.0

30.0

8,336,763

833,676

28.0

7,777,778

777,778

58.0

16,114,540

1,611,454

Table 6 shows that there is enough potential to fuel every gasoline car in Denmark with
methanol from wind and biogas in 2035.

9.2.

Conversion to methanol

Conversion can be done as Gas-to-Liquid or Power-to-liquid as illustrated in Figure 30.
In the case of Gas-to-liquid, manure and waste biomass from farms is transported by road
to biogas digesters. The biogas is then purified to biomethane and trough a short pipeline
injected into the gas grid. The European gas network can be regarded as a container capable of receiving gas from many sources and from which gas can be taken in many places
for many purposes. When gas is taken by a production facility and converted to methanol,
it is transported by ship, road tanker or rail wagon to a Warehouse and distributed to an
end-user.
Production facilities for methanol abroad can be used, as the EU Commission recognizes
the transport of biogas in the European gas network as illustrated in Figure 33. When the
gas is first injected into the gas network, it loses its identity, but an EU-certification system
ensures a documentary track.
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Figure 30 Illustration of gas-to-liquid and power-to-liquid methanol production methods

Energinet.dk owns the overall distribution system for both electricity and gas in Denmark.
Permits to use the national gas grid are in place. New permits are needed to use also the
national electricity grid, as shown in the bottom example in Figure 30.
Most industrial methanol is manufactured from methane by the ICI Low-Pressure Methanol
Synthesis Process. Conversion efficiency of 69,3% is reported by the 2400 ton per day
Methanol Plant at Tjeldbergodden, Norway, commissioned in 199710.

10

http://newfuel.dk/ne/CU2%20WMC%201998%20without%20color%20frontpage.pdf
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For power-to-liquid, The MeGa-StoRE project reports a yield of 600 m3 methane (21,5
GJLHV) from 10 MWh (36 GJ) electricity. The methane may be converted to 748 kg (14,9
GJLHV) methanol – an overall efficiency of 41.3 %LHV. For motor fuels, only lower heating
values LHV are relevant.
Electro fuels (methanol) may also be manufactured by hydrogenating carbon dioxide captured from air, fermentation exhausts or flue gases with unreported efficiencies.
Other examples of conversion efficiencies are:
Example 1: Power to hydrogen
The process is realized by electrolysis, H2O → H2 + ½O2 (Data from HyProvide A6).
Power consumption for a 250kW stack:

972 MJ/h

Hydrogen Production 60 Nm3/h or 5.4 kg/h

648 MJ/h (LHV)

Electrolysis Efficiency at LHV and HHV

66.7 %LHV

Example 2: Hydrogen to methane
The process is done by a Sabatier reactor using CO2 from e.g. biogas, CO2 + 4H2 → CH4
+ 2H2O (Data from MeGa-StoRE).
Hydrogen consumption 2400 m3/h or 8,4 MWHHV:

25.6 GJLHV /h

Methane production 600 m3/h or 6,6 MWHHV:

21.4 GJLHV

Sabatier efficiency

83.6 %LHV

Example 3: Methane to methanol
This process has two steps. Steam reforming, CH4 + H2O → CO + 3H2 followed by Syngas
conversion, CO + 2H2 → CH3OH (Data from 1998 World Methanol Conference).
Methane consumption 28.74 GJLHV/tmethanol

2.977 GJLHV/h

Methanol production 103.6 t/h

2.062 GJLHV/h

Methane to methanol efficiency

69.3%LHV

Example 4: Hydrogen to methanol
This process uses hydrogenation of CO2. (Data from Chemical Engineering Transactions
Vol 29, 2012).
Hydrogen consumption 2.3 kt/yr

31.4 GJLHV/h

Methanol production 1kt/yr

22.7 GJLHV/h

Hydrogenation efficiency

72.3%

Example 5: Power to methanol
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This process also has two steps. Electrolysis followed by CO2 hydrogenation, 3H2 + CO2
→ CH3OH + H2O (Data from CRI Iceland).
Hydrogen production by electrolysis 800 t/yr

66.7%LHV

CO2 hydrogenation 5.5 kt/yr

72.3%LHV

Power to methanol efficiency

48.2%

A summary of conversion efficiencies are shown in Table 7.
Table 7 Summary of conversion efficiencies

Input GJ/h LHV

Output GJ/h LHV

Electricity Hydrogen Methane Hydrogen Methane Methanol Efficiency
Example 1 Electrolysis

0.972

Example 2 Sabatier

0.648
25.8

Example 3 Tjelbergodden 1998

2,977

Example 4 CO2 hydrogenation
Example 5 George Olah 2015

66.7%
21.5

31.4
18.7

83.2%
2,064

69.3%

22.7

72.3%

9.00

48.2%

Examples 3 and 5 are shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32.

Figure 31 Gas-to-Liquid, Tjelbergodden
Plant in Norway, commissioned in 1997.
Capacity 1000 mill. liters per year

Figure 32 Power-to-Liquid, George Olah
Plant in Svartsengi, near Grindavik, Iceland, 2012. Capacity 5 mio. liters per year.
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9.3.

Certification

An increasing proportion of Danish biogas (Figure 29) is being RED-certified and hence
suitable for green second-generation biofuel in the form of bio methanol.
Biogas used for transportation as “Liquid Gas”, must be produced from waste and residues
and upgraded to natural gas quality and RED-certified. Otherwise the product is of no
interest to the market.
In Denmark two EU accredited inspection and certification companies operate, which
have obtained their certification system recognized by EU (see Figure 33). These are
ISCC System GmbH and REDcert International Pvt Ltd. Both act through partnerships
with designated certification bodies. The third certification company RSB is currently not
operating in Denmark.

Figure 33 European RED certification bureaus of which 2 operate in Denmark

The emission savings for certification are found using a tool provided by Biograce 11. The
BioGrace greenhouse gas (GHG) calculation tool has been recognized as a voluntary
scheme by the European Commission.
A current example of RED-certified bio methanol, branded as ‘Farmers Gasoline’ in Denmark, is shown in Figure 34.

11

http://www.biograce.net/home
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Figure 34 Certification pathway for ‘Farmers Gasoline’ ISCC EU certified bio methanol

Decentral collection of biomass and conversion to biomethane saves transport. Placement
of methanol plant ‘Conversion’ can be central and given a profitable capacity of a few
thousand tons of methanol per day.
Profitability could be increased by concurrent use of wind power for central electrolysis.
This would allow the use of both oxygen and hydrogen from the electrolysis - but it requires
regulatory changes.
Under ISCC EU and European legislation (FQD) the following power-to-liquid pathways will
be possible:
1. CO2 from biogas processed using electricity from renewable sources
2. CO2 from fossil sources (non-biological origin) processed using electricity from renewable sources
The direct supply of renewable electricity (without grid connection) will be possible.
For the off-taking of electricity from the grid, national obligations shall probably be considered. As a first step this can be certified under ISCC, if certain requirements will be fulfilled
(e.g. double-accounting of the renewable electricity is excluded).
Until more favourable rules for using wind power are introduced, Denmark may continue
to use the pathway illustrated in Figure 34.
The crucial RED II-directive is implemented according to the timeline below:
•
•
•

13/11/2018: Provisional agreement passed by the EU Parliament
03/12/2018: Final approval by the EU Council (Member States)
21/12/2018: Publication in the official journal of the EU
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•
•

February 2019: Delegated act on EU ruling for high and low iLUC biofuels
30/06/2021: Deadline for transposition into national legislation in Member States

9.4.

Methanol fuel standards

There are 3 methanol fuel standards of major interest. These are the American ASTM
standard for M85, the Chinese counterpart GB/T, also for M85, and finally the Israeli standard for M15. The standards are compared in the table below.
For Denmark, it is recommended to use ASTM International Designation: D5797 – 17;
Standard Speciﬁcation for Methanol Fuel Blends (M51–M85) for Methanol-Capable Automotive Spark-Ignition Engines. This speciﬁcation is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D02 on Petroleum Products, Liquid Fuels, and Lubricants and is under the direct
responsibility of Subcommittee D02.A0.02 on Oxygenated Fuels and Components. The
specification is also adopted as Danish Standard.
Table 8 Summary of methanol fuel standards

Property
Methanol incl.
higher alcohols
%vol
Higher alcohols
%vol
Hydro carbons
%vol
Vapor pressure
kPa
Lead mg/l
Sulphur mg/kg
Phosphorus mg/l
Acid mg/kg
Gum washed
mg/100ml
Gum unwashed
mg/100ml
Chlorides mg/kg
Inorganic chloride
mg/kg
Water %wt.
Appearance
RON
MON
Density kg/m3
Oxidation, min.
Oxygen %wt.
Copper- corrosion

ASTM 1

ASTM 2

ASTM 3

GB/T 23799

SI 90 M15

> 84

> 80

> 70

84..86

10..17

<2

<2

<2

<2

< 10

14..16

14..20

14..30

14..16

< 54

48..62

62..83

83..103

< 2,6
< 160
< 0,2
< 50

< 2,6
< 200
< 0,3
< 50

< 3,9
< 300
< 0,4
< 50

< 78 Winter
< 68 Summer
< 2,5
< 80
<2
< 50

50..80 Winter
45..65 Summer
<5
< 10

<5

<5

<5

<5

<5

< 20

< 20

< 20

< 20

<2

<2

<2

<2

<1

<1

<1

<1

< 0,5
< 0,5
< 0,5
< 0,5
Bright and clear with no particles visible

< 0,2
> 95
> 85
720..775
> 360
<9
Class 1
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9.5.

Recipe for M85

105 octane M85 is a mixture of:
•
•
•
•

85 volume percent methanol
15 volume percent gasoline
Q.S. (a suitable amount) lubricant
Q.S. (a suitable amount) anti-corrosive additive

For winter driving in Denmark it may be practical to reduce methanol content to 70%. This
will ensure a higher vapor pressure as indicated in Table 8. A higher vapor pressure helps
cold starting in general.
The methanol shall comply with the IMPCA METHANOL REFERENCE SPECIFICATIONS issued by International Methanol Producers & Consumers Association, Avenue de Tervueren
270 Tervurenlaan - 1150 Brussels – Belgium. The specification limits water to max 0,100
% w/w acc. to ASTM E1064-12 and limits purity on dry basis to min 99.85% w/w acc. to
IMPCA 001-14.
For a lubricant and anti-corrosion additive there are several options, e.g. Redline SI-Alcohol.
In M85 there is no need for a co-solvent or ignition improver.

9.6.

Properties of methanol blends

Table 9 shows the properties of each fuel component. The numbers are based on the RED
Directive GHG emission 26 g CO2 /MJ for 1G-ethanol from wheat (with straw combustion
for CHP) and 5 gCO2 / MJ 2G-methanol from waste wood. As stated in the RED Directive,
the greenhouse gas emission varies for biofuels with the raw material and process/pathway
used. For 1G ethanol, the default value thus varies between 24 and 70 g CO 2eq / MJ. For
2G methanol, the emission varies between 5 and 7 g CO2eq / MJ.
There is no pathway for biogas in the current RED. Biograce standard values can be used
instead.
Table 9 Base data for biofuels and gasoline

52.2%

1.68 12.7

50%

37.5%

1.68

0%

85.0%

51

WtW CO2

MJ/km km/l

35%

WtW CO2

%m

Range

%m

Energy

0%
Methanol 2G 0.793 15.8 200% 200%
Gasoline
0.745 32.9
0%
0%

Carbon

MJ/l %LHV %LHV

0.794 21.3 100%

Oxygen

Advanced bio

LHV energy

g/l

Bioenergy

Density
Component
Ethanol 1G

g/l g/km k
553

44 2.81

79

8 2.08

1.68 19.6 2757

141 4.34

9.4
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Energy consumption per km is obtained from the Real Driving test in Chapter 3. Taxes are
Danish rates as of September 2018. Based on the information in Table 9 the blends can be
characterized.
Table 10 Properties of typical European E5 gasoline

100% 32.3 3.16% 0.00% 1.77%

83%

1.68

0.6

WtW CO2

0%

0% 1.8% 2.7%
0%
0% 80.7%

WtW CO2

95% 31.3

%m MJ/km km/l

Range

Gasoline

%m

Energy

1.0 100%

Carbon

4.8%

Oxygen

Advanced bio

%vol MJ/l %LHV %LHV

Ethanol 1G
95 octane E5

Bioenergy

LHV energy

Content
Component

g/l g/km k
27

44 0.13

1.68 18.6 2625

141 4.13

1.68 19.3 2651

138 4.27

It is apparent from Table 10 that E5 does not meet present biofuel obligations in the EU.
The bio energy content is only 3.16% whereas the obligation is 5.75%. This means that
biofuels must be added elsewhere to compensate, e.g. in the diesel sector.
A7 on the other hand, as seen in Table 11, complies with both the present and the 2020
biofuel commitment. It is therefore an excellent successor to E5.

Table 11 Properties of 95 octane A7

WtW CO2

WtW CO2

%m MJ/km km/l

Range

%m

Energy

Carbon

%vol MJ/l %LHV %LHV

Oxygen

95 octane A7

Advanced bio

Methanol 2G
Gasoline

Bioenergy

Ethanol 1G

LHV energy

Content
Component

g/l g/km k

0% 1.5%
3% 0.5 200% 200% 1.6%
93% 30.6
0%
0%
0%

79%

100% 31.9 5.63% 2.97% 3.07%

82%

1.68 19.0 2588

136 4.21

4%

0.9 100%

52

2%
1%

1.68

0.5

22

44 0.11

1.68

0.3

2

8 0.06

1.68 18.2 2564

141 4.04
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Table 12 Properties of 105 Octane M85

WtW CO2

WtW CO2

%m MJ/km km/l

Range

%m

Energy

Carbon

%vol MJ/l %LHV %LHV

Oxygen

Advanced bio

Bioenergy

LHV energy

Content
Component

g/l g/km k

Methanol 2G

85% 13.4 200% 200%

43%

32%

1.68

8.0

67

8 1.77

Gasoline

15%

0%

0%

12%

1.68

2.9

414

141 0.65

105 octane M85 100% 18.3 146% 146% 42.9%

44%

1.68 10.9

481

44 2.42

4.9

0%

The M85 based on 2nd generation methanol has a CO2 emission of only 44 g/km. This
corresponds to the emission of an electric car with the Danish electricity mix.

9.7.

Cost and taxation

Price fluctuations over time and origin makes it difficult to calculate comparable consumer
prices. Figure 35 shows the historical price fluctuations.
The Ethanol price is indirectly affected by oil prices but most directly by US corn prices.
Methanol price is driven up by the Chinese market for transportation fuel. The large gas
discoveries in the US and Canada, however, have attracted new methanol mega-plants
with the capacities of 5-10 kt per day, which could reverse the price trend. Large quantity
buyers typically get 15-20 % off the list price.
For bio-methanol there are no price listings, but most often it is sold at the quarterly Methanex or ICIS price plus a bio-premium. The surcharge is justified because bio methanol
is a 2nd generation fuel counting twice in the EU RED national obligations.
The Danish energy tax for petrol in 2019 is 4.339 DKK per litre petrol. Biofuels are taxed
relatively to their energy content. In the same period, gasoline attracts a CO 2 tax of DKK
0.421 per litre, while biofuels are exempted from CO2 tax.
The use of methanol and bio methanol is tax-neutral according to current regulations. I.e.
that the state tax revenue is unchanged.
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10 year price listing

300

Price estimates

250

kr. per GJ

200

150

100

Methanex
EOF Petrol
10 y Avr. Methanol
10 y Avr. Petrol
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0
22-02-2008

06-07-2009

18-11-2010

01-04-2012

EOF Ethanol
10 y Avr. Ethanol
Estimate Biomethanol

14-08-2013

27-12-2014

10-05-2016

22-09-2017

04-02-2019

Figure 35 Estimated cost of petrol, ethanol and methanol based on historical price listings
(EOF and Methanex). The estimates at the far right will be used for further cost calculations

Based on the fuel prices in Figure 35 and test performance (19.3 km/l) of the city car, the
total cost to the consumer including taxation and VAT can be calculated. This is done in
Figure 36.
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Surcharge

Product cost

Pump price

Consumer cost

%vol kr/l kr/l kr/km

Fuel cost

Total tax

CO2 tax

Energy tax

Content
Component

kr/l

kr/l

kr/l

kr/l

kr/km

Ethanol 1G

100% 2.81

0 0.222

4.30

0.85

7.96

9.95

0.79

Methanol 2G

100% 2.08

0 0.222

2.98

0.63

5.69

7.12

0.76

Gasoline

100% 4.34 0.42 0.243

3.31

1.32

9.39 11.73

0.60

Surcharge

Product cost

Pump price

Consumer cost

%vol kr/l kr/l kr/km

Fuel cost

Total tax

CO2 tax

Energy tax

Content
Component

kr/l

kr/l

kr/l

kr/l

kr/km

Ethanol 1G

4.8% 0.13

0 0.011

0.21

0.04

0.38

0.48

0.04

Gasoline

95% 4.13 0.40 0.231

3.15

1.25

8.94 11.17

0.57

3.36

1.29

9.32 11.65

0.61

95 octane E5

100% 4.27 0.40

Surcharge

Product cost

Pump price

Consumer cost

%vol kr/l kr/l kr/km

Fuel cost

Total tax

CO2 tax

Energy tax

Content
Component

0.24

kr/l

kr/l

kr/l

kr/l

kr/km

Ethanol 1G

4% 0.11

0 0.009

0.17

0.03

0.32

0.40

0.03

Methanol 2G

3% 0.06

0 0.007

0.09

0.02

0.17

0.21

0.02

93% 4.04 0.39 0.226

3.08

1.22

8.74 10.92

0.56

3.34

1.28

9.22 11.53

0.61

Gasoline
95 octane A7

100% 4.22 0.39

Gasoline

15% 0.65 0.06 0.037

105 octane M85 100% 2.42 0.06

0.23

Consumer cost

0 0.189

Pump price

85% 1.77

Product cost

Methanol 2G

Surcharge

%vol kr/l kr/l kr/km

Fuel cost

Total tax

CO2 tax

Energy tax

Content
Component

0.24

kr/l

kr/l

kr/l

kr/l

kr/km

2.53

0.54

4.84

6.05

0.64

0.50

0.20

1.41

1.76

0.09

3.03

0.73

6.25

7.81

0.73

Figure 36 Cost and taxation of methanol blends
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9.8.

GHG emissions from Biogas

Waste-derived renewable energy is focus of RED II EU regulation from 2020. Biogas solves
an important waste issue because it reduces the methane emissions from farm manure.
Upgraded biogas utilizes existing European gas grid which has received over €400 billion
of investment.
As stated by the European Biogas Association (EBA) as per 22 November 2018:
“Manure if left untreated will emit methane and nitrous oxide emissions as well as a
number of other air pollutants or GHG precursors such as ammonia. Instead, if the organic content of livestock manure decomposes in the absence of oxygen in an anaerobic
digester, it will decompose into a gas mixture richer in methane. This so-called biogas
can be captured, cleaned and combusted for energy production. However, the way in
which the biogas is produced – in particular the inputs to the digestion process in the
form of type of manure and eventual additional biogenic material such as crops or food
waste – can have significant impacts on the efficiency and cost of the process. A by-product is “digestate”, a nutrient-rich substance that is usually used as fertiliser. Other options exist to reduce manure emissions but do not produce usable energy: Storage management, air filtering and circulation, composting, nitrification-denitrification treatment,
acidification, solid separators and artificial wetlands all shown potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from manure.”
The EU RED directive (2009/28/EC of 23 April 2009) on the promotion of the use of energy
from renewable sources) - ANNEX V set out rules for calculating the greenhouse gas impact of biofuels, bioliquids and their fossil fuel comparators.
The Directive currently only mentions wood methanol. Biogas to methanol is not specified
in the directive and may therefore be calculated using the Biograce tool.
Biograce can use a default value for biogas and the EU RED directive specifies 3 such values
for biogas based on municipal waste, dry manure and wet manure respectably. Danish
biogas is practically only certified with default value - a relatively high value. This is because there is not yet a market for biogas with individually calculated emissions.
This means that the calculated emissions from the production of biomethanol can range
from below 5 to as much as 26 gCO2eq/MJ using present default biogas values.
The EU has continuously assessed the CO2 emissions from different fuels and, in its latest
proposal for a new directive, sets out the CO2 emissions for biogas to be as low as -100
gCO2 / MJ, as shown in Table 13.
Table 13 CO2-emissions of typical bio methane-derivatives /COM/2016/0767/.

Biomethane production system

Technological option

Biomethane from
wet manure

Open digestate,
no off-gas combustion

Typical greenhouse
gas emissions g
CO2eq/MJ
-22
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Default greenhouse
gas emissions g
CO2eq/MJ
22
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Open digestate,
off-gas combustion
Close digestate,
no off-gas combustion
Close digestate,
off-gas combustion

-35

1

-88

-79

-103

-100

As seen in Table 13, biogas carefully manufactured by state of the art, really has no GHG
emission. Conversion to methanol is associated with a low greenhouse gas emission and
even the waste heat from the conversion is made useful. This makes biomethanol an extremely promising liquid fuel for transport.

9.9.

Comparison of EV and methanol car

In Denmark, the government's plan is to ban all sales of new petrol and diesel cars by
2030 and only allow electric cars or other forms of “zero-emission” cars. However, electric
cars also cause CO2 emissions.
Emissions of CO2eq produced by an electric car is based on local footprint of local electricity
plus the car manufacturing.
The local footprint of electricity in Denmark is very low, 200 g/kWh ~ 56 g CO2eq/MJ as
shown in Figure 37. By comparison, Biograce states for “Electricity EU mix LV” 129 g
CO2eq/MJ.

Figure 37 Development in CO2 emissions per kWh consumed in Denmark
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Due to the relatively large CO2 footprint of manufacturing batteries however, methanol
cars still make a strong case in comparison.
The LowCVP (Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership), established in 2003, is a public-private
partnership that exists to accelerate a sustainable shift to lower carbon vehicles and fuels
and create opportunities for UK business. Nearly 200 organizations are engaged from diverse backgrounds.
LowCVP starts their News Release, 8th June 2011 “LowCVP study demonstrates the increasing importance of measuring whole life carbon emissions to compare vehicle performance” saying
ELECTRIC and hybrid cars create more carbon emissions during their production than standard vehicles – but are still greener overall, according to a new
report.
For example, a typical medium sized family car will create around 24 tonnes
of CO2 during its life cycle, while an electric vehicle (EV) will produce around
18 tonnes over its life. For a battery EV, 46 % of its total carbon footprint is
generated at the factory, before it has travelled a single mile.

Table 14 LowCVP estimated emissions in vehicle production (tons CO2e)
Standard gasoline vehicle

5.6

Hybrid vehicle

6.5

Plug-in hybrid vehicle

6.7

Battery electric vehicle

8.8

Based on a 150,000 km life cycle we find from Table 14:
Emission during manufacture of an EV 8,8 * 1.000.000 /150.000 = 58,7 g CO2/km
Emission during manufacture of an FFV 5,6 * 1.000.000 /150.000 = 37,3 g CO2/km
To these manufacturing figures driving emissions must be added. LowCVP find that an EV
generates 65 gCO2 per km with a 500 g/kWh electricity mix. With the Danish mix of 200
g/kWh that translates to 26 gCO2 per km. The Danish Climate Counsil uses 35 g/km to
account for production of wind turbines etc. We shall use 32,5 g/CO2/km.
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Using Real Driving Emission (RDE) measurements from Chapter 3, we find:
•
•
•
•

Emission
Emission
Emission
Emission

driving
driving
driving
driving

a city car on E5:
a city car on M85:
a city car on M100:
an EV:

130 gCO2/km
40 gCO2/km
8 gCO2/km
32,5 gCO2/km

Summing up
•
•
•
•

Life
Life
Life
Life

cycle
cycle
cycle
cycle

emission
emission
emission
emission

of
of
of
of

a city car using E5 (37,3+130) =
a city car using M85 (37,3+40) =
a city car using M100 (37,3+8) =
an EV (58,7+32,5) =

167,3 gCO2/km
77,3 gCO2/km
45,3 gCO2/km
91,2 gCO2/km

A car on M100 thus emits from cradle to grave about half as much CO2 as an electric car,
when the methanol is produced from biogas.
Even an M85 car emits less CO2 than an electric car, as shown in Table 15.
Table 15 Life cycle comparison of gasoline, electric and methanol vehicle

E5
Emission in production of vehicle
Emission driving
150.000 km
Life cycle emission
Fuel and energy
pathway

M85

Electric

5.600 kg CO2eq.

5.600 kg CO2eq.

8.800 kg CO2eq.

19.650 kg CO2eq.

5.250 kg CO2eq.

6.000 kg CO2eq.

25.250 kg CO2eq

10.850 kg CO2eq.

14.800 kg CO2eq.

Corn fermentation
and natural gas in
CHP

Wet manure from
open digestate with
off-gas combustion

From Danish grid
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10.

Dissemination

Information about this project is available on the following websites:
https://www.iea-amf.org/content/projects/map_projects/56
http://danskbiomethanol.dk/profile/home.html
A contribution to AMFI Newsletter was sent on Jan. 11 th, 2019.
As newsletter, two publications were made. One short information sheet and one folder
describing the project in more detail. See “CityCarSheet” and “CityCarFolder”.
Physical meetings/workshops were held with several Danish stakeholders,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shell Refineries on 31/8-2018
Scantune on 21/9-2018
Port of Aarhus on 28/9-2018
Circle-K on 8/1-2019
Nordic Green on 15/3-2019
EWII on 22/10-2018
NGF Nature Energy 15/11-2018
Dansk Folkeparti 27-11-2018
Danish Transport and road safety agency on 7/3-2019

Discussions and mail correspondence about this project were also held with several stakeholders,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go’on
FDM
Scania
Drivkraft Danmark (Fuel Suppliers Association)
The government’s Commission for Green Transition of Passenger Vehicles
KL - Local Government Denmark
City of Aarhus
City of Skanderborg
City of Copenhagen

A presentation suitable for a webinar was developed but not deployed. The Transportation
Innovation Network TINV was used to create further national interest in the topic.
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Figure 38 Magnetic advertising sign for test vehicles says: "We drive on M85 Methanol
made from Danish Biogas"

Figure 39 Magnetic sign on test vehicle in public traffic
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11.

Recommendations for the future

Due to the extremely low conversion cost and low life cycle GHG emissions it is recommended to continue work on methanol fuelled cars as a supplement to electric cars.
A continued effort is needed to convince decision makers, vehicle suppliers and the general
public that methanol fuel is as safe and practical as gasoline.
For future work some key aspects should be addressed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrating M85 in a much larger number of vehicles
Obtaining a general approval of a Flex Fuel kit in Denmark
Software conversions (ECU flashing) as alternative to flex fuel kits
Using Direct Injection engines for better cold start
Establishing physical production of bio-methanol in Denmark
Removing the barriers mentioned in this report

The authors of this report welcome all Danish stakeholders to make contact in order to
establish broader collaboration on future methanol fuelled cars.
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